
even in groups that have a very simple, undevel-
oped technology. By the same token, cooperative
work and the sharing of resources on a scale that
could be called communistic is also fairly common.
On both the productive side of economic life and
the consumptive, appropriation of tools, weapons,
food, and even clothing may range widely —
often idiosyncratically, in western eyes — from
the possessive and seemingly individualistic to
the most meticulous, often ritualistic, parceling
out of a harvest or a hunt among members of a
community.
But primary to both of these seemingly con-
trasting relationships is the practice of usufruct,
the freedom of individuals in a community to
appropriate resources merely by virtue of the
fact that they are using them. Such resources
belong to the user as long as they are being used.
Function, in effect, replaces our hallowed concept
of possession — not merely as a loan or even
“mutual aid,” but as an unconscious emphasis on
use itself, on need that is free of psychological
entanglements with proprietorship, work, and
even reciprocity.46

The obligation to share when one had more than they could
consume and others were in need resembled anthropologist
Paul Radin’s “irreducible minimum” of necessaries for subsis-
tence guaranteed by virtue of group membership: “the ‘inalien-
able right’ (in Radin’s words) of every individual in the commu-
nity ‘to food, shelter and clothing’ irrespective of the amount

46 Murray Bookchin, The Ecology of Freedom: The Emergence and Disso-
lution of Hierarchy (Palo Alto: Cheshire Books, 1982), p. 50.
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Martin Bailey examined anthropological obser-
vations of more than fifty hunter-gatherer bands
and autonomous villages, finding that they all
had at least partially collective claims to terri-
tory. Many foragers, including famous cases like
the Ju/’hoansi, have systems of collective land
“ownership” in which rights to land access are
guaranteed by complex systems of memberships
in groups, clans, moieties, sodalities, and through
networks of individual reciprocity. Richard Lee
and Richard Day observe that one characteris-
tic “common to almost all band societies (and
hundreds of village-based societies as well) is a
land-tenure system based on a common property
regime …. These regimes were, until recently, far
more common world-wide than regimes based on
private property.”44

As for movable goods, while some gathered food and small
game might be shared by individual families, other items like
large game were shared out among the band or village. Tools,
likewise, were shared among the larger group based on need.45

Indeed there is some anachronism involved in applying our
word “property” at all; even a reference to communal or collec-
tive property imposes a later concept retroactively. In describ-
ing a tribe member’s or villager’s right of use and access as
“property,” Murray Bookchin observes,

the terminology of western society fails us. The
word property connotes an individual appropria-
tion of goods, a personal claim to tools, land, and
other resources. Conceived in this loose sense,
property is fairly common in organic societies,

44 Ibid., p. 139.
45 Ibid., p. 142.
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entire portion of the earth suitable for human habitation, col-
lective ownership of the land they foraged was the norm.41 For
that matter, the whole classical liberal (and right-libertarian)
trope of individuals, whether private appropriators or not,
subsequently emerging into a “state of society,” whether to
secure their property or not, is absolute buncombe. Human
beings did not start out, as in newspaper panel cartoons, as
individual nuclear family units of cavemen throwing boul-
ders at each other from caves. Homo sapiens, before it even
emerged as homo sapiens, was a species living socially in
hunter-gatherer bands with a collective relationship to the
natural world they occupied. (For example there is strong
evidence that homo erectus, based on the existence of fossils in
Oceania, constructed at least crude rafts through cooperative
labor — and hence had language.)42

That is not to say there was any single, uniform model
beyond the predominance of collective property of some sort.
There was a great deal of variation, for instance, in the extent
to which a given foraging band or clan claimed exclusive
rights to a given territory to the exclusion of other groups, and
on the relative porosity or definedness of boundaries between
group territories. Such variation tended to reflect the relative
density of population and productivity of the land.43

Although this variation entailed a spectrum ranging from
nomadic home-range territories on the one end, with groups
seasonally migrating between a number of sites, to densely
populated and more or less settled horticultural villages on the
other, the predominance of common property regimes was a
common note.

41 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy, p. 137.

42 Daniel Everett, “Did Homo erectus speak?,” Aeon, February 28, 2018
<aeon.co>.

43 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy, pp. 137–138.
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the opposite is true. Without an institutional
arrangement to mandate citizens to pay fees and
taxes – and to do that exclusively on a monetary
basis – it would be impossible to have capitalism.
Without such an institutional arrangement – the
modern state – the feudal order becomes more
plausible than the capitalist one (because the
latter could no longer subsist). From this point
of view, the notion of anarcho-capitalism is a
contradictory term.
Therefore, the capitalist order is not natural. Such
an order can be maintained only if there is an in-
stitutional arrangement which prevents the indi-
vidual from not engaging in commercial relations
through the agency of money. That does not mean
that the free economic exchange is unnatural. Peo-
ple have always practiced it. It is not the free ex-
change that is artificial, but the impossibility of
dropping out, if you wish, of the network of com-
mercial relations.40

But for the most part, they prefer — to borrow a phrase
from Edmund Burke regarding the Convention Parliament’s
preference to obscure its de facto seizure of sovereign power
in determining the succession — to draw a veil of decency over
the naked violence behind their “laissez-faire” system. Over-
whelming, total state violence may have been necessary to cre-
ate capitalism, but it is better to agree to pretend it occurred as
the nursery fables describe.

Like Enzo and Argenton, Widerquist and McCall find in
their own survey of anthropological literature that, in the
hunter-gatherer societies that originally occupied virtually the

40 Sorin Cucerai, “The Fear of Capitalism and One of its Sources” (n.d.;
kindly translated into English and provided via private email, June 21, 2009,
by the distributist scholar John Medaille) <docs.google.com>.
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and the free competition and the would-be limits
imposed to these two liberties are perceived as lim-
its to the individual autonomy.
Under the modern states, the citizens are obliged
to pay taxes only in denominations ( “with
money”), not by products or labor. Even if one
owns a food source he could not keep his property
if he does not engage in commercial relations on
a monetarised market in order to get the money
necessary to pay the fees and taxes. The source
of the revenue gets prominence over the source
of food; the commercial relations are widespread
because, basically, it is impossible to avoid them.
It is very important to understand that the capi-
talist order is not a natural order. People do not
search instinctually for a source of monetary rev-
enue. And yet, they search, in a natural way, to
have access to a source of food and shelter; in other
words, in their natural way, people try to become
autonomous – “autonomous” in the strong sense
of the word. I dare say that people seek sponta-
neously to own a source of food and shelter so that
they do not need to make any effort to get their
own food and maintain their shelter.
Capitalism is made possible only if this natural
process is interrupted by an instrument that
makes sure nobody could have access to food and
shelter unless a monetary revenue is used as an
intermediary. The survival of the capitalist order
depends on this very tool. I assert all this mainly
for those who promote “the anarcho-capitalism”:
they consider the state to be the natural enemy
of the capitalist order, it is without the state that
capitalism is being supposed to flourish. Exactly

40

Introduction

Since the beginning of class society, every ruling class has
required a legitimizing ideology to justify inequality and to
frame its own privileges as deserved. As Thomas Piketty puts
it:

Every human society must justify its inequalities:
unless reasons for them are found, the whole polit-
ical and social edifice stands in danger of collapse.
Every epoch therefore develops a range of contra-
dictory discourses and ideologies for the purpose
of legitimizing the inequality that already exists
or that people believe should exist. From these dis-
courses emerge certain economic, social, and po-
litical rules, which people then use to make sense
of the ambient social structure. Out of the clash of
contradictory discourses — a clash that is at once
economic, social, and political — comes a domi-
nant narrative or narratives, which bolster the ex-
isting inequality regime.1

This has been true of all class societies going back to Mene-
nius Agrippa’s parable of the body, recounted by Plutarch.
Menenius was a spokesman for the patricians who had en-
closed — privatized — the Roman public lands and reduced the
peasantry to debt peonage. The patricians, you see, needed all

1 Thomas Piketty,Capital and Ideology, Translated by Arthur Goldham-
mer (Cambridge and London:The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
2020), p. 1.
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that extra wealth — just as the pigs on Animal Farm needed
the milk and apples — because they worked so hard serving
the public good.

It once happened that all the other members
of a man mutinied against the stomach, which
they accused as the only idle, uncontributing
part of the whole body, while the rest were put
to hardships and the expense of much labour to
supply and minister to its appetites. The stomach,
however, merely ridiculed the silliness of the
members, who appeared not to be aware that
the stomach certainly does receive the general
nourishment, but only to return it again, and
redistribute it amongst the rest.2

But it has nowhere been more true than under modern cap-
italism. To quote Piketty again:

In today’s societies, these justificatory narratives
comprise themes of property, entrepreneurship,
and meritocracy: modern inequality is said to
be just because it is the result of a freely chosen
process in which everyone enjoys equal access
to the market and to property and automatically
benefits from the wealth accumulated by the
wealthiest individuals, who are also the most
enterprising, deserving, and useful.3

Classical liberalism, and the subsequent legitimizing ideolo-
gies of capitalism that emerged from it, are rife with historical
mythology, robinsonades, and just-so stories that attempt to

2 “Life of Coriolanus,” Plutarch’s Lives. Selected and edited by John S.
White, LL.D. (Biblo and Tannen, 1883), p. 264.

3 Piketty, Capital and Ideology, p. 1.
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It’s probably not coincidental that Smith wrote at a time
when political economy as a whole was shifting from the real-
istic acknowledgement of the need for compulsion in extract-
ing a sufficient surplus from labor, to the belief that — dispos-
session having already taken place and no alternative to wage
labor remaining — it might be possible to manage labor en-
tirely through the silent compulsion of wage incentives.39 So
a philosopher who swept violent dispossession and social con-
trol under the rug, and stressed natural harmonies and volun-
tary interaction between those who just happened to have all
the property and those who just happened to have none, was
well suited to the ideological needs of his time.

Although most present-day libertarians follow Smith in
downplaying or deliberately covering up the necessary role
of state force in the creation of the system they defend, there
are some who honestly grasp this nettle. Sorin Cucerai, a
classical liberal writing for the Romanian Mises Institute,
frankly admits:

In the whole premodern period, one of the mean-
ings of freedom was the absence of the obligation
to have commercial relations with somebody else
in order to secure your daily bread.
In short, the fundamental condition for the exis-
tence of a capitalist order is the absence of the
individual autonomy in the sense of owning the
source of your food. Only in this case, the com-
mercial exchanges can become the basis of social
cooperation. The importance of the food source is
replaced by the revenue source, and autonomy is
redefined as non-dependence on a third party in se-
curing of a source of revenue. In this newmeaning,
the autonomy is guaranteed by the free exchange

39 Ibid., p. 196.
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have been only vaguely, if at all, aware. As a
result, they let the idea of the social division of
labor surface from time to time even in their more
theoretical works. The subject typically cropped
up when they were acknowledging that the
market seemed incapable of engaging the rural
population fast enough to suit them — or more to
the point, that people were resisting wage labor.
Much of this discussion touched on what we now
call primitive accumulation.37

Adam Smith, Perelman suggests, owed his greater fame and
popularity compared to his predecessors to the fact that he
mostly glossed over the ugly details of primitive accumulation
that the latter addressed frankly. Rather than directly acknowl-
edging the violence that was taking place right before his eyes,
he resorted—much like Locke— to a “conjectural history.” Like
amodern-daywriter of op-eds at some billionaire-funded think
tank — the Adam Smith Institute, let’s say — Smith did his best
to obscure the origins of capitalism and the quite visible ongo-
ing robberies that were necessary for its further development,
and instead resorted to edifying platitudes about the invisible
hand.

Smith’s reliance on conjecture and anecdote is un-
derstandable. In his revision of political economy,
many facts — especially those concerning existing
economic realities — would have inconveniently
contradicted Smith’s intended lesson: Economic
progress should be explained in terms of the
increasing role of voluntary actions of mutually
consenting individual producers and consumers
in the marketplace.38

37 Ibid., p. 4–6.
38 Ibid., p. 174.
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explain the emergence of the various institutional features of
modern capitalism as a spontaneous emergence from a “state
of nature.” In the words of Karl Widerquist and Grant McCall,
capitalist philosophers and political theorists “feel free to make
wild assertions about prehistory, the ‘state of nature,’ or any re-
mote peoples without fear that anyone will ask them to back
up their claims with evidence.”4

Take “the Lockean attempt to justify private property rights
by telling a story of ‘original appropriation’,” asWiderquist and
McCall confront it:

…[T]heir appropriation story is a fanciful tale
about rugged individuals who go into “the state of
nature” to clear land and bring it into cultivation.
Do propertarians actually think this story is true?
After thinking over their arguments I realized to
some extent the answer is yes. They think at least
that there is truth in it, that “private” “property
rights” are somehow more natural than public or
communal “territorial claims.”5

In the specific case of capitalist notions of private property,
Enzo Rossi and Carlo Argenton call these myths “folk notions
of private property rights.”

We use empirical evidence from history and an-
thropology to show that folk notions of private
property — down to and including self-ownership
— are statist in an unacknowledged way…. [T]he
main empirical claim we rely on is usually ignored

4 Karl Widerquist and Grant S. McCall, The Prehistory of Private Prop-
erty (Georgetown University, 2020), p. 3.

5 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2017), vii.
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by contemporary political philosophers, but rela-
tively uncontroversial among the relevant special-
ists: folk commitments to the political centrality
of private property are a product of the agency of
states.6

But the concept applies more broadly to folk notions of a
whole variety of phenomena that characterize modern capital-
ism.

This paper is an attempt to debunk some of the major
folk notions in capitalist ideology — including both popular
polemics and scholarly literature by political economists
— concerning the institutional features of capitalism. These
include not only modernWestern notions of “private property”
in the sense of individual, fee-simple, alienable, commodity
property in land, but such things as the predominance of the
cash nexus, specie currency, and the wage system. In every
case, the right-libertarian folk notion of a given institutional
feature’s origin takes the form of a speculative “likely story”
about the origin of the institution in the prehistoric past,
utterly ungrounded in any historical or anthropological data,
that attempts to justify it as the spontaneous product of free
human action in a state of nature.

To the extent that many such just-so stories were formu-
lated by thinkers like Locke or Smith, at a time when the body
of relevant knowledge from history and anthropology was
largely or mostly undeveloped, they are at least somewhat
understandable. Even then as we shall see below in the case of
Locke’s disregard of long-established common property rights
in his own country, there was some degree of deception in-
volved — self- or otherwise. But the fact that right-libertarian

6 Enzo Rossi and Carlo Argenton, “Property, Legitimacy, Ideology: A
Reality Check.” Penultimate version.The Journal of Politics, forthcoming 2020
<www.academia.edu>.
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to integrate themselves into the cash nexus.”34 “…[C]lassical
political economy was concerned with promoting primitive
accumulation in order to foster capitalist development, even
though the logic of primitive accumulation was in direct
conflict with the classical political economists’ purported
adherence to the values of laissez-faire.”35 And again: “The
classical political economists took a keen interest in promot-
ing primitive accumulation as a means of fostering capitalist
development, but then concealed that part of their vision in
writing about economic theory.”36

I suspected that the continuing silence about the
social division of labor might have something im-
portant to reveal. Following this line of investiga-
tion, I looked at what classical political economy
had to say about the peasantry and self-sufficient
agriculturalists. Here again, the pattern was con-
sistent.
The classical political economists were unwilling
to trust market forces to determine the social di-
vision of labor because they found the tenacity of
traditional rural producers to be distasteful. Rather
than contending that market forces should deter-
mine the fate of these small-scale producers, classi-
cal political economy called for state interventions
of one sort or another to hobble these people’s abil-
ity to produce for their own needs.
In their unguarded moments, the intuition of the
classical political economists led them to openly
express important insights of which they may

34 Michael Perelman, The Invention of Capitalism: Classical Political
Economy and the Secret History of Primitive Accumulation (Durham and Lon-
don: Duke University Press, 2000), p. 124.

35 Ibid., p. 12.
36 Ibid., p. 396.
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means. I will go further and argue that they could not have —
or at least that it would have been extremely unlikely.

If we start from the forms of collective or communal prop-
erty that prevailed in Medieval Europe before the imposition
of private property via enclosures, and various versions of the
open-field village that existed as the universally predominant
form of property from the neolithic until its “privatization” by
one state or another, we see that such collective property could
not have been broken up into aliquot individual holdings on a
large scale without violating the existing governance rules of
that collective property. In fact the imposition of modern capi-
talist private property directly entailed the suppression of col-
lective property systems, with their guaranteed rights of access
to the means of subsistence or their “guaranteed minimum” of
basic subsistence, precisely because the latter undermined cap-
italism’s imperative of surplus extraction.

And if right-libertarian ideologists concede this point,
they’re left in the position of arguing that capitalism, a system
they regard not only as beneficial but indispensable to human
progress, could only have come about through systematic
violations of the very libertarian principles they promote.They
are forced to treat the role of the state, of robbery, conquest,
and enslavement, in the foundation of capitalism as a sort of
felix culpa that brought the most moral system into existence
through immorality.

To be sure, that assumption is implicit in much of classical
liberal literature and classical political economy. And the
agenda, if hidden, was still very real. Michael Perelman argues
that “classical political economy was never willing to rely
completely on the market to organize production. It called
for measures to force those who engaged in self-provisioning

36

and capitalist ideologists continue to argue on their basis is
considerably more difficult to excuse.

To take one example, consider the utterly ahistorical expla-
nation of the origin of specie money as a way of addressing the
problem of “double coincidence of wants,” which was uncriti-
cally regurgitated by (e.g.) Mises and his followers in the 20th
century7 — a completely theoretical attempt at reconstructing
the history, not only with no recourse whatsoever to any actual
history, but in the face of actual evidence to the contrary.

The same is true, to a greater or lesser extent, of right-
libertarian treatments of modern Western culture-bound
concepts of “private property in land” as the spontaneous
result of peaceful initial appropriation by individuals, the
emergence of cash nexus economies as a natural result of
the “propensity to truck and barter,” and the treatment of the
wage system and the concentration of capital ownership as
the result of hard work and thrift by “abstemious capitalists.”

In every case, the actual truth turns out to be that the phe-
nomenon in question, far from arising spontaneously or natu-
rally, has resulted from the massive use of force by states, act-
ing on behalf of dominant class interests, to bring it about by
forcibly suppressing the alternatives. The actual history of all
these institutional features of capitalism is one, as Marx put it,
in standing Smith’s stories of initial appropriation and origi-
nal accumulation on their heads, “written in letters of fire and
blood.”

Our modern capitalist folk-belief in private property, for ex-
ample, “is largely a product of the state, due to two distinct but
related historical developments.”

7 “A man who at the instant cannot acquire what he wants to get…,
comes nearer to his ultimate goal if he exchanges a less marketable good he
wants to trade against a more marketable one.” Ludwig von Mises, Human
Action: A Treatise on Economics (Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, 1949,
1963), p. 401.
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Crudely, the first one is the creation by the first
states of an order in which individual private prop-
erty is central and politically salient. The second
one is the early modern state-backed rise of capi-
talism.8

Obscuring the role of force in establishing the structural
features of capitalism is essential to the project of legitimiz-
ing it. As Rossi and Argenton argue, the framing of capitalism
as something that arose by natural, non-coercive means, with
no need for violations of self-ownership or the non-aggression
principle, is central to its legitimacy. And in the light of actual
history, capitalism fails to meet its own legitimizing criterion:

The basic libertarian argument we discuss can be
summarised as follows:

• P1: Any socio-political system that emerges
and reproduces itself without violations of
self-ownership is legitimate.

• P2: A capitalist system can emerge and
reproduce itself without violations of
self-ownership.

• C: A capitalist system can be legitimate.

Note the ‘can’ in the second premise. That argu-
ment is hypothetical. Factual considerations about
how capitalism came about in the actual world can-
not disprove the second premise. However — and
this is the crux of our argument — the actual his-
tory of capitalism and the related genealogy of our
notion of self-ownership lead us to conclude that
asking whether a capitalist state can emerge with-
out violations of self-ownership cannot help settling

8 Rossi and Argenton, p. 6.
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record is a virtually unanimous understanding
of property as PP2…. Bearing in mind that the
process is neither linear nor synchronic, the
mainstream view among anthropologist is that, as
an influential review article puts it, “social evolu-
tion can be characterized heuristically as having
overlapping institutional scales of organization:
the family level (bands), local groups (tribes),
chiefdoms, and states. […] Special forms of prop-
erty can be associated with increasingly broad
levels of integration.” Indeed, until about 12,000
years ago, all humans lived in hunter-gathering
or foraging bands. A standard feature of band
societies of this kind, and of hundreds of village
and/or tribe-based societies as well, is a land
tenure system based on some variation of PP2.
Though moveable property tends to be held by
individuals, land — the main productive resource
— is held by a kinship-based collective, typically
sustained by an ethos of reciprocity.32

The empirical evidence… shows how what is often
taken by libertarians to be the spontaneous expres-
sion of the free individual human will — i.e. PP1-
based capitalism — turns out to be something of a
radically different nature. Without the state, PP1
would not be what it is.33

Now, Enzo and Argenton, in arguing for the origin of our
system of private property rights in state violence, at least stip-
ulate that some similar system of rights might hypothetically
have come about, in an alternate timeline, by non-coercive

32 Ibid., p. 8. The material in quotes is from T. Earle, “Archaeology, Prop-
erty, and Prehistory,” Annual Review of Anthropology 29 (2000).

33 Ibid., p. 15.
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progressive enrichment of edible forest species
and the exploitation of aquatic resources. This
subsistence strategy intensified with the later
development of Amazonian dark earths, enabling
the expansion of maize cultivation to the Belterra
Plateau, providing a food production system that
sustained growing human populations in the
eastern Amazon. Furthermore, these millennial-
scale polyculture agroforestry systems have an
enduring legacy on the hyperdominance of edible
plants in modern forests in the eastern Amazon.30

As for the second claim, although the myth treats individ-
ual private appropriation as a natural and spontaneous norm,
the fact of the matter is that the great bulk of land appropria-
tion throughout history was collective. Individual, fee-simple
title to land has, for the most part, been imposed from above
by state violence and involved the violation or nullification of
preexisting collective title — the majority of cases falling only
within the past five hundred years.

Enzo and Argenton divide private property into the sub-
categories of individual private property (PP1) and collective
private property (PP2).31 And PP1, they say, did not come to
predominate over PP2 by any process remotely resembling the
folk notions of capitalism.

So wemust begin to introduce the anthropological
and historical evidence, which shows how PP1
should not be considered a politically neutral base-
line…. If there is anything that emerges as such a
baseline from the historical and anthropological

30 S.Y. Maezumi, D. Alves, M. Robinson, et al, “The legacy of 4,500 years
of polyculture agroforestry in the eastern Amazon,” Nature Plants 4 (2018)
<sci-hub.tw>, p. 540.

31 Rossi and Argenton, “Property, Legitimacy, Ideology,” p. 7.
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questions of state legitimacy, because the notion of
private property presupposed by that question is a
product of the private property-protecting state it
is supposed to legitimise (and that sort of state, in
turn, is a precondition for the development of a
capitalist socio-political system).

As they note, libertarian apologists for capitalism might ob-
ject that this is an example of the genetic fallacy, and it is still
arguably possible to theoretically justify the model of private
property extant in contemporary capitalism as morally legiti-
mate on philosophical grounds. But the question still remains:
if this particular model of property rights is contingent, if it
is only one of many theoretically possible alternatives, and if
it did in fact appear in actual history only as a construct of
state violence, “why rest arguments on common sense beliefs
in moral rights to private property if those beliefs have been
acquired in an epistemically suspect way?”9 That is, you could,
without contradiction, justify it theoretically without regard
to history, but why would you want to, aside from the fact that
you hold a set of values which is itself the product of the acts of
violence and robbery that resulted in the actual emergence, in
the real world, of the notion you’re trying to defend? “[T]he po-
litical salience of private property rights was established by the
state’s political power, and only later became part of a widely
shared moral vocabulary.”10

[L]ibertarians cannot use the intuitive appeal of
private property entitlements in their defence of
the capitalist state, because the historical record
shows that widespread belief in the central politi-
cal relevance of those commitments is the causal

9 Ibid., p. 3.
10 Ibid., p. 15.
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product of the very coercive order the belief is
meant to support.11

Rossi and Argenton cite the Critical Theory Principle of
Bernard Williams: “If one comes to know that the sole reason
one accepts some moral claim is that somebody’s power has
brought it about that one accepts it, when, further, it is in their
interest that one should accept it, one will have no reason to
go on accepting it.”12

And the fact that so much right-libertarian scholarship and
polemic does obscure the actual historical origins of modern le-
gal property rights standards, and continues to argue for them
on ahistorical grounds, suggests that — despite the theoretical
availability of a “genetic fallacy” dismissal — the ideologists of
capitalism see their legitimacy as in some sense dependent on
a manufactured capitalist version of history.

This is entirely reasonable, given the sheer centrality of the
modern capitalist model of “private property” to the common
sense view of the average person as to what is “normal,” and
has been normal throughout history (the depiction of the Flint-
stones living in stone single-family bungalows on quarter-acre
lots in Bedrock is barely even a parody of the received ideol-
ogy).

This study is a declaration of war. Walter Block once called
Ostrom’s Governing the Commons “an evil book,” because it un-
dermined belief in private property rights — “the last, best hope
for humanity.” It is my fondest wish that he will hate this paper
sufficiently to print it out and burn it.

11 Ibid., p. 16.
12 Ibid., p. 17.
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The History. Upon examination, the folk history of “pri-
vate property,” and the factual assumptions it entails, fail to
hold up in the face of evidence.

“Liberal” standards of ownership take, as a normative stan-
dard, that legitimate appropriation can necessarily be only in-
dividual, and must include full rights of transfer as a commod-
ity.28 And this normative standard in turn depends on a num-
ber of empirical claims, implicit in the appropriation hypothe-
sis, among which Widerquist and McCall list these two:

1. Although foraging tends to precede agriculture, farmers
are the first to significantly transform land. More simply,
farming transforms land; foraging does not.

2. The original appropriators are individuals acting as in-
dividuals establishing individual private property rights.
That is, they are not groups acting as collectives or com-
monwealths to establish common or collective property
rights; they are not individuals acting as monarchs to es-
tablish themselves as both owner and sovereign.29

Both of these claims are, factually speaking, false.
To take the first claim, Indigenous land governance is not

merely passive, as the phrase “hunter-gatherer” suggests. The
current ecosystem of the Amazon rainforest reflects hundreds
of generations of deliberate shaping by Indigenous land man-
agement practices.

Our results suggest that, in the eastern Amazon,
the subsistence basis for the development of
complex societies began ~4,500 years ago with the
adoption of polyculture agroforestry, combining
the cultivation of multiple annual crops with the

28 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy, pp. 99–100.

29 Ibid., p. 99.
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Although the agrarian reforms were largely
confined to the reallocation of rights to the uncul-
tivated terrain of the ager publicus, they excited
violent hostility among propertied Roman elites.
Cicero provides an excellent example. Cicero
established his political credentials with his stand
against the reallocation of property rights and
the relief of indebtedness. According to him, the
sponsors of such reforms
“are undermining the foundations of the political
community; in the first place, concord, which cannot
exist when money is taken away from some and
bestowed upon others; and secondly, fairness, which
utterly vanishes if everyone may not keep what
is his. For, as I have said above, it is the proper
function of a citizenship and a city to ensure for
everyone a free and unworried guardianship of his
possessions.”

This is a question-begging claim that the defenders
of established private property have been making
ever since.26

Taken overall, the Roman Law — especially as
this was codified in the Corpus Iuris Civilis — gave
unambiguous support to the claims of private
property. The origins might be obscure but the in-
tegrity of present possession (however arrived at)
was ubiquitous and seemingly unchallengeable.27

From here, we will go on to examine the historical record
of private appropriation in more detail.

26 Christopher Pierson, Just Property: A History in the Latin West (Ox-
ford: Oxford University Press, 2013), pp. 56–57.

27 Ibid., p. 83.
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I. Private Property

As Widerquist and McCall argue, the myth of individual
private appropriation in the mists of the distant past is implicit
in most of Western liberal political philosophy. But it’s most
thoroughly stated by self-described “libertarians.”

The belief that at least some property rights are
natural is extremely common in Western society
today, but the most thorough arguments for
that belief come from a school of thought whose
members tend to call themselves “libertarians.”
They are sometimes called or have some overlap
with right-libertarians, propertarians, classical
liberals, neoliberals, anarcho-capitalists, and so on.
We use the term “propertarianism” for all theories
involving a natural rights justification of unequal
private property: the belief that natural rights,
including the right to be free from interference
(negative freedom), imply the necessity of a pri-
vate property rights system with strong (perhaps
overriding) ethical limits on any collective powers
of taxation, regulation, or redistribution.1

The private appropriation myth, explicitly stated or im-
plicitly presupposed throughout Western political philosophy,
generally takes the following form:

Before any government comes into existence, an
individual goes into a virgin wilderness, clears

1 Widerquist and McCall, The Prehistory of Private Property, p. 10.
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a piece of land, plants crops, and thereby appro-
priates full ownership of that piece of land. From
that starting point, property is traded, gifted, and
bequeathed in ways that lead to something very
much like the current distribution of property in
a market economy.

And of course it implicitly assumes that, given freedom of
appropriation, appropriation will spontaneously take the form
of individual ownership, fully transferable, heritable, and alien-
able.2 Unless explicitly provided otherwise by mutual agree-
ment, and as a deviation from the norm — appropriation of
land can only be by individuals.

The classic example of the private appropriation myth is in
Chapter 5 of Locke’s Second Treatise:

The Labour of his Body, and theWork of his Hands,
we may say, are properly his. Whatsoever then
he removes out of the State that Nature hath pro-
vided, and left it in, he hath mixed his Labour with,
and joined to it something that is his own, and
thereby makes it his Property. It being by him re-
moved from the common state Nature hath placed
it in, it hath by this labour something annexed to it,
that excludes the common right of other Men. For
this Labour being the unquestionable Property of
the Labourer, no Man but he can have a right to
what that is once joined to, at least where there is
enough, and as good, left in common for others.3

He goes on to argue that “the chief matter of Property” being
not the fruits of the earth or livestock, but “the Earth it self ” —

2 Ibid., p. 90.
3 John Locke, Two Treatises of Government. A critical edition with an

introduction and apparatus criticus, by Peter Laslett. Revised edition (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1963), p. 329.
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were generally written to serve the interests of
those who had somehow managed to lay claim to
(particularly landed) property in a time which had
now conveniently become ‘immemorial’. Thus,
for example, one explanation of the changing
timeframe for usucapio (the idea that ownership
could be generated by continuous occupation
and which is found in the Roman Law from
the Twelve Tables to the Code of Justinian) is
that land-grabbers initially had an interest in
establishing lawful title as swiftly as possible….
Once established, they had an interest in making
it as difficult as possible to change the existing dis-
tribution of established property rights. This was
the sequence — violent expropriation followed by
claims to ‘the sanctity of property’ — that Marx
famously identified with the process of primitive
accumulation in Capital…. There is also plenty
of evidence that private appropriation readily
exceeded its lawful boundaries. In the years of
the Roman Empire’s greatest success, the extent
of the ager publicus (public lands) was ‘immense’.
Some of this land, seized from conquered peoples,
was distributed to military veterans…. The status
of the ‘unallocated’ land was less clear. But,
across time, there was evidence that effective
ownership came to be concentrated among a few
large landowners (and landlords). According to
Nelson…, ‘patricians acquired hegemony over the
uncultivated ager publicus [and] by the time of
the Gracchan laws (the agrarian reforms of 133
and 122 bce ) these tracts of land had been in
private hands for generations and had acquired
the aura of private property’.
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that the most important questions about property
have already been effectively answered.25

Roman law and political philosophy were the closest prior
approximation to modern liberal ideas of private property, and
from the Renaissance on the Roman law’s standards of abso-
lute dominium and deference to existing titles were appealed
to as a source of authority by modern legists. But ironically,
the Roman intelligentsia were themselves engaged, every bit as
much as the moderns, in a constructive or constituent project
to rewrite history in the interests of the propertied classes.

As has been argued many times, property and
particularly that special kind of private property
represented by the idea of dominium (or ‘absolute
ownership’) was crucial to the Romans, in a
way that it had not been for the Greeks. But
as is so often the case, the strength of Roman
claims to the sanctity of private property was
scarcely matched by the quality of the arguments
in which the origins and the distribution of this
property were founded. As we have seen, the most
important sources for legitimate private property
(rather than for legitimate transfers) lay in the
principles of first occupancy and prescription
(continuous occupation). Both principles could
be found in both conventional and natural law.
But little further justification was offered, beyond
the prudential argument that it was important
that title be clear (whoever was identified as the
owner).
In practice, and as one would expect, the laws
(and the justification of the laws) of property

25 Christopher Pierson, Just Property: A History in the Latin West (Ox-
ford: Oxford University Press, 2013), p. 3.
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and this was indeed the chief matter of property for Locke and
the class he represented — land is legitimately removed from
the common by exactly the same means. “As much Land as a
ManTills, Plants, Improves, Cultivates, and can use the Product
of, so much is his Property. He by his Labour does, as it were,
inclose it from the Common.”

Locke, by including “the Turfs my Servant has cut” among
his list of examples,4 gives away the game. And indeed, in an
exchange several years ago in which I was arguing against the
legitimacy of any property title in land not founded on direct
alteration by labor, a right-libertarian eagerly pressed me on
the question of whether such labor appropriation could be le-
gitimately accomplished through the work of those in one’s
hire.

And among more recent political theorists who assert,
or implicitly assume, the individual private appropriation
hypothesis with no apparent felt need to provide evidence,
Widerquist and McCall list Hayek, Epstein, Narveson, Roth-
bard, and Hoppe.5

These theorists assume the hypothesis mostly from a priori
grounds, rather than attempting to demonstrate it with histor-
ical evidence. To the extent that they address the question of
evidence at all or recognize that any is needed, they typically
cite this assertion from Hayek’s Law, Legislation, and Liberty:

…the erroneous idea that property had at some late
stage been ‘invented’ and that before that there
had existed an early state of primitive communism
… has been completely refuted by anthropologi-
cal research. There can be no question now that
the recognition of property preceded the rise of
even the most primitive cultures …. [I]t is as well

4 Ibid., p. 330.
5 Widerquist and McCall, The Prehistory of Private Property, p. 111.
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demonstrated a scientific truth as any we have at-
tained in this field.

But in so doing they take Hayek’s bare assertion as proof,
without looking into the meager handful of anthropological
sources he cites or examining whether they actually bear out
his claim. In fact one of the authorities he cites, A.I. Hollowell,
explicitly warned against treating any property system which
was not full-blown communism as individual private property
in the modern sense.6 Comparing the original sources’ actual
claims to the use Hayekmade of them is reminiscent of the way
in which Hastings, in the Permanent Settlement, managed to
construe limited village headman rights as “sole, despotic do-
minion.”

As with the social contract, some capitalist ideologists
might attempt to salvage the just-so stories of private prop-
erty’s origin by claiming that it was never meant to be a literal
historical hypothesis, or at least that its historical truth is not
accurate for the validity of their theory. The preceding “state
of nature” is, or might be, simply a theoretical construct in
comparison to which we can evaluate the relative benefit of
private appropriation.7

The problem with this is that we must compare the actual
benefits and harms of our existing distribution of private prop-
erty and rules for its governance, not just with one theoretical
state of nature with no property rules, but with any number of
conceivable alternative distributions and sets of rules — includ-
ing those which were actually suppressed to create the existing
ones.

6 Ibid., pp. 127–129.
7 Never mind the extent to which political theorists equivocate be-

tween the “thought experiment” and the “historical hypothesis” versions of
the same stories, depending on which is more convenient to their purpose at
any given time. Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political
Philosophy, p. 11.
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theorists, seemingly deliberately, obscured.21 That this obscu-
ration was deliberate is suggested by the lengths to which
Locke went to reserve the term “property” only for individual
holdings, resorting to expedients like “dominion” for all other
cases.22

Locke, Blackstone, and other formulators of the classical
liberal understanding of property also make their idealized
version of property exclusive, thus ruling out by definition
the very possibility of any notion of property that separates
rights of possession or usufruct from residual or eminent
social claims.23

To see that this creative or constitutive project was success-
ful, we need look no further than the unexamined acceptance
of the falsified classical liberal conception of “private property”
in general folk beliefs, and in right-libertarian polemics about
the “naturalness” of private property.24 We can also judge
its success from the fact that, even among “non-ideological”
economists, views on property have something of an “end of
history” character to them, as if we were beyond even asking
how property was constituted or whether that constitution
was justified. As Christopher Pierson puts it:

Mainstream economics tends to arrive after the
property has been initially allocated and tells us
how it may then be moved around most efficiently.
Or else it exhorts us to clarify property title, so
that the logic of efficient exchanges can be en-
hanced. The demise of communism and the serial
‘crises of socialism’ have simply added to a sense

21 Ibid., pp. 11–12.
22 Ibid., pp. 13.
23 Ibid., pp. 14.
24 Ibid., pp. 16.
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Blackstone’s definition of property as a “sole and despotic
dominion,” for example, functioned “more like an assertion
than a thesis to be developed and supported.” It was not
so much descriptive as constitutive: “…Blackstone starts by
talking about the nature of property in general, and then
immediately proceeds to conflate the nature of property in
general with exclusive, private ownership of ‘external things’
by individuals.”

Blackstone was not simply reflecting an emerging
political and legal culture which upheld the nor-
mativity of the classical liberal paradigm; he was a
key participant in the creation of this culture, and
this normativity. In the context of 18th-century
English common law, this meant establishing
the true nature of property in contradistinction
to feudal understandings and practices and their
residual influence in English law….
…He was… “thoroughly aware” of the fact that his
idea of exclusive and despotic private dominion
was at odds with the complexity of the common
law regime of property in the 18th century, a
regime that was still based partly on these same
medieval understandings and practices.
The inescapable conclusion is that Blackstone’s
reduction of property to exclusive private own-
ership was intellectually and theoretically quite
intentional.20

Although the modern classical liberal theory of private
property sought, and stressed, precedents in Roman Law, even
Justinian’s Institutes recognized common and state property
alongside individual private property in ways that modern

20 Ibid., pp. 4–5.
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Mainstream, or capitalist, economists argue that private
property rights and market exchange are indispensable for
rational economic calculation. Such arguments implicitly
assume that the “private property rights” equate to the par-
ticular version of private property rights that exists under
modern-day capitalism — individual, fee-simple, commodity
ownership of land, and tradeable shares of equity in the firm.

But it is illegitimate, on the grounds of capitalist
economists’ arguments that property rights of some sort,
tradeable in a market of some kind and sold at a market-
clearing price, are needed to address calculation issues and
the like, to justify anything like the current property rights
system in particular. The current system of property rules
is entirely contingent, is the result of state force on behalf
of dominant economic classes, and is only one among many
theoretical alternative property rights models.

Capitalism is predicated not just on “private property
rights” and markets, as such, but on a particular form of
private property rights — namely individual private property.

Not only is our system of capitalist property rules entirely
contingent, but upon any rational inspection it is quite subopti-
mal, reflecting the dominant classes’ interest in rent extraction
even at the expense of rationality and efficiency. As I argued
elsewhere:

Under the prevailing capitalist model, land and
natural resource inputs — which are naturally
scarce and costly — are artificially abundant and
cheap, as a result of the propertied classes’ access
to looted and enclosed land and resources. Cap-
italism, over the past few centuries, has mostly
followed an extensive growth model based on
the addition of more material inputs, rather than
an intensive one based on making more efficient
use of existing inputs. This is why corporate
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agribusiness is so inefficient in terms of output
per acre, compared to small-scale intensive forms
of cultivation: it treats land as a free good. So Latin
American haciendas hold almost 90% of their ill-
gotten land out of cultivation, while neighboring
land-poor peasants must resort to working for
them as wage laborers. And the U.S. government
actually pays farmers to hold land out of use, so
that sitting on unused arable land becomes a real
estate investment with a guaranteed return.
Over the past century or so, the socialization of
corporate inputs has become the primary expense
of the state. The state subsidized the railroad
and interstate highway networks, built the civil
aviation system at taxpayer expense, gives oil
and other extractive industries priority access
to public lands, fights wars for oil, and uses the
Navy to keep sea lanes open for oil tankers and
container ships (See Carson, Organization Theory,
pp. 65–70).
Capitalist industry follows a model based on sub-
sidized waste and planned obsolescence, in order
to avoid idle capacity. The very accounting mod-
els used by corporate management and econome-
tricians treats the expenditure of resources as the
creation of value.
On the other hand capitalist property rights
make ideas, techniques, and innovations artifi-
cially costly, erect barriers and toll-gates against
their adoption, and make cooperation artificially
difficult.
Intellectual property causes gross price distor-
tions, so that owners can charge monopoly rents

18

Locke could hardly have been unaware that his
theory provided a justification for an ongoing
process disappropriating European commoners
and indigenous peoples alike or that that process
amounted to redistribution without compensa-
tion from poor to rich. This observation raises
serious doubts that the principles contemporary
propertarians have inherited from him reflect
some deeper commitment to nonaggression or
noninterference.18

Erik Olsen suggests the theories of appropriation by
Grotius, Locke, et al were not simply a hypothesis about the
past, but an attempt to create modern private property and
legitimize the suppression of its predecessors. “[E]arly modern
original acquisition stories…sought to construct and create
property in a certain way.” It was

a project of creation that is both reductive and
totalizing. It is reductive in that it delimits and
restricts the conceptual and discursive terrain of
property in a way that privileges the classical
liberal paradigm. This means in turn that it is a
totalizing project that seeks to universalize this
paradigm as the true form of property. In this
way, the early modern project of creation not only
crowds out alternative understandings and forms
of property. It also subjects these alternatives to a
normative order and hierarchy in which they are
marginalized as departures from the ontological
baseline of classical liberal property.19

18 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy, p. 108.

19 Erik J. Olsen, “The Early Modern “Creation” of Property and its En-
during influence,” European Journal of Political Theory, Online Early 2013
<www.researchgate.net>, p. 3.
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Virtually the same argument was used by Ayn Rand to deny
that Native American nations had any rights to the land that
European settlers were bound to respect.

Since the Indians did not have the concept of
property or property rights — they didn’t have a
settled society, they had predominantly nomadic
tribal “cultures” — they didn’t have rights to the
land, and there was no reason for anyone to grant
them rights that they had not conceived of and
were not using. It’s wrong to attack a country that
respects (or even tries to respect) individual rights.
If you do, you’re an aggressor and are morally
wrong. But if a “country” does not protect rights —
if a group of tribesmen are the slaves of their tribal
chief — why should you respect the “rights” that
they don’t have or respect? …[Y]ou can’t claim
one should respect the “rights” of Indians, when
they had no concept of rights and no respect for
rights…. What were they fighting for, in opposing
the white man on this continent? For their wish
to continue a primitive existence; for their “right”
to keep part of the earth untouched — to keep
everybody out so they could live like animals or
cavemen. Any European who brought with him
an element of civilization had the right to take
over this continent, and it’s great that some of
them did.17

Widerquist and McCall are apparently among those schol-
ars who believe Locke pursued a deliberate project of justifying
enclosure and settler colonization.

17 Ayn Rand, in question and answer session following “Address To
The Graduating Class Of The United States Military Academy at West
Point,” New York, March 6, 1974. Audio version available here: <ari-
cdn.s3.amazonaws.com>
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for the replication of information (songs, books,
articles, movies, software, etc.) whose marginal
reproduction cost is zero. And in the case of copy-
ing new designs for physical goods or techniques
for producing them, the majority of a product’s
price often comes from embedded monopoly rents
on patents rather than actual material and labor
costs.
Copyrights on scientific research and patents on
new inventions also impede the “shoulders of
giants” effect, by which technological progress
results from ideas being aggregated or combined
in new ways. For example, according to Johann
Soderberg (Hacking Capitalism), further refine-
ment of the steam engine came to a near stop
until James Watt’s patent expired.
Patents enable transnational corporations to con-
trol who is and is not allowed to produce. As a re-
sult, they’re able to offshore production to inde-
pendent contractors in low-wage countries, retain
a legal monopoly on the right to sell the product,
and charge enormousmarkups over actual produc-
tion cost.
Similar irrationalities result from the way own-
ership and governance rights are drawn for the
business firm. Because governance authority
is vested in a hierarchy of managers who (at
least theoretically) represent a class of absentee
shareholders, rather than in those whose efforts
and distributed knowledge are actually needed for
production, the firm is riddled with information
and incentive problems and fundamental conflicts
of interest.
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For example, although most improvements in
efficiency and productivity result from workers’
distributed knowledge of the work process and
the human capital they’ve built up through their
relationships on the job, they have a rational
incentive to hoard knowledge because they know
any contribution they make to productivity will
be expropriated by management in the form
of bonuses, and used against them in the form
of speedups and downsizing. And even though
workers’ knowledge of the production process is
the primary source of efficiency improvements,
management cannot afford to trust workers with
the discretion to use that knowledge because their
interests are fundamentally at odds with those of
management. With information flow so grossly
distorted by authoritarian hierarchy, management
lives in a bubble and is forced to reduce its reliance
on workers’ knowledge, simplifying the work
process from above to make it more “legible” (see
James Scott, Seeing Like a State) through dumbed-
down Taylorist work rules. And management
is forced to devote enormous resources to inter-
nal surveillance and enforcement of discipline,
compared to self-managed enterprises.
Mises dismissed Oskar Lange’s market social
model as “playing at capitalism,” because enter-
prise managers would be risking capital that
they themselves did not own or stand to lose.
So they would be rewarded on the upside for
returns on investment without suffering personal
consequences for losses.
But corporate managers under American capital-
ism are playing at markets every bit as much as the
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Many scholars argue that Locke self-consciously
designed at least two of his principles to justify
both colonialism and enclosure.14

Lockeanism eventually revolutionized the world’s
conception of what property was by portraying
full liberal ownership as if it were something nat-
ural that had always existed, even though it was
only then being established by enclosure and colo-
nialization.15

Locke’s argument that foraging only entitles the foragers
to property in their actual kill, because of foraging’s alleged
failure to alter or improve the land, certainly has this functional
effect.

Unfortunately for foragers, no matter how long
they and their ancestors foraged on a specific terri-
tory, they never gained the right to keep foraging
on that land when someone wants to farm it. This
principle is important not only for fulltime hunter-
gatherer societies, but also… for many precolonial
or pre-enclosure farming communities that were
partly dependent on large foraging territories in
between farms. The labor-mixing criterion gives
colonial settlers and European lords the right to
take most of the world’s land in ways that would
interfere with the way most of the world’s people
and their ancestors had been using it for millen-
nia.16

14 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy, p. 107.

15 Ibid., p. 108.
16 Ibid.
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Third, he posited a theory of individual appropriation by ad-
mixture of labor which was factually incorrect and ahistorical,
as could be known from events within living memory in which
land — land already claimed as the common property by those
working it, based on their previous and ongoing admixture of
labor from time out of mind — passed from common pasture
and waste and from open fields into the hands of individual
enclosers.

And all of this together means, of course, that the claims
that the requirements of the Proviso are met by increased pro-
ductivity are nonsense. The private property of the enclosure
was obtained, not at the expense of hunter-gatherers who were
foraging over vast tracts of land in order to feed themselves,
but at the expense of peasants who were already putting the
land to agricultural use and using it to feed themselves, and
were robbed of their independence. In fact, contrary to Locke’s
fabricated non-zero-sum-scenario, the land was enclosed pre-
cisely in order to prevent its agricultural use by independent
peasants, and to force them to work for someone else’s benefit.
Locke’s entire nursery fable passes off a zero-sum relationship
as mutually beneficial. Like the rest of capitalist ideology, its
function is to obscure or conceal exploitation and create the
illusion of common interest.

This suggests that the various statements of the folk
history of private property in Western political theory reflect
not so much ignorance as a deliberate ideological project.
As Widerquist and McCall put it, Grotius, Pufendorf, Locke,
Hume, Blackstone et al

were aware that traditional land-tenure systems
had been nonexclusive throughout most of
recorded European history but they sought to
marginalize those forms of ownership, and over
the course of centuries, they succeeded.
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managers in Lange’s proposed model. Sharehold-
ers are the residual claimant of the enterprise only
in theory, and even then actual legal ownership
is vested in a fictional person distinct from any or
all shareholders, either severally or collectively. In
reality, corporate management has the same rela-
tion to the corporation’s capital (which it claims to
be administering in the name of the shareholders)
that the Soviet bureaucracy had over the means of
production it claimed to administer in the name
of the people: That is, it’s a self-perpetuating oli-
garchy in control of a largemass of capital which it
has absolute discretion over, but did not itself con-
tribute and does not personally stand to lose. In
this environment, corporate managers’ standard
approach is to hollow out long-term productive ca-
pacity and gut human capital in order to massage
the short term numbers and game their own com-
pensation, leaving the consequences to their suc-
cessors after they move on….
In short, if any environment could be seen as
conducive to “calculational chaos,” it’s the en-
vironment created in the capitalist economy
Mises and Hayek defended. In every one of these
cases, a more “socialistic” set of property rules —
commons-based land and resource governance,
free information, worker ownership and manage-
ment of the enterprise — would result in more
rationality than we have now.
In every case, property rights are assigned not
only to someone other than those with the most
stake in increasing efficiency, but to someone
whose interests are diametrically opposed to
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those of actual producers and whose wealth and
income derive from extracting rents from them.8

But let’s put aside the theoretical benefits of private
property and get back to our primary object of inquiry: the
historical accuracy of these “folk notions of private property.”
Widerquist and McCall argue that Locke was not entirely to
blame for his ahistorical fabrication because he “was heavily
tainted with colonial prejudice and the belief in an enormous
gulf between ‘civilized man’ and ‘savage man.’”9

But in fact he was negligent on three grounds. First, he
made the logical error of conflating “labored on” with “indi-
vidually appropriated” or “enclosed,” neglecting the real possi-
bility — even aside from empirical reality — of land being in-
tensively cultivated in common property regimes like the open-
field system. The claim, as Widerquist and McCall summarize
it, is that “labored on” land is more productive than land “left in
common.” And the Lockean Proviso does not, arguably, require
that enough land be left after private appropriation, for others
to live on. It only requires that the increased productivity from
private appropriation benefits everyone elsemore than enough
to make up for the lack of land.10 In Locke’s own words,

he who appropriates land to himself by his labour,
does not lessen, but increase the common stock
of mankind: for the provisions serving to the sup-
port of humane life, produced by one acre of in-
closed and cultivated land, are … ten times more
than those, which are yeilded by an acre of Land,
of an equal richnesse, lyeingwast in common. And

8 KevinCarson, “Decentralized Economic Coordination: Let aHundred
Flowers Bloom,” Center for a Stateless Society, June 15, 2020 <c4ss.org>.

9 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy, p. 75.

10 Ibid.
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therefor he, that incloses land, and has a greater
plenty of the conveniencys of life from ten acres,
than he could have from an hundred left to Nature,
may truly be said to give ninety acres to Mankind.
For his labour now supplys him with provisions
out of ten acres, which were but the product of an
hundred lying in common.11

And earlier he likewise treated “common and uncultivated”
as equivalents.12 And again:

Nor is it so strange, as perhaps before consider-
ation it may appear, that the Property of labour
should be able to over-ballance the Community of
Land. For ‘tis Labour indeed that puts the difference
of value on every thing; and let any one consider
what the difference is between an Acre of Land
planted with Tobacco or Sugar, sown with Wheat
or Barley, and an Acre of the same Land lying in
common, without any Husbandry upon it, and he
will find, that the improvement of labour makes
the far greater part of the value.13

By assuming without argument that land can only be either
foraged in common or cultivated as individual private property,
as mutually exhaustive alternatives, Locke leaves himself open
to charges of logical incoherence — or worse yet of disingenu-
ousness.

Second, as a factual matter he ignored the factual evidence
right under his own nose, not in the Aboriginal nations of
America but in his own country, in most villages in England,
of peasants working the soil under collective property systems.

11 Locke, Two Treatises, p. 336.
12 Ibid., p. 333.
13 Ibid., p. 336.
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of work contributed by the individual to the acquisition of the
means of life.”47

And the preponderance of evidence indicates that such
sharing regimes reflected the preference of a majority of their
populations — including successful hunters:

Simply put, a massive amount of evidence sup-
ports the observation that “individual ownership”
in band societies is far weaker than the form
propertarians portray as “natural.”
A propertarian clinging to the individual appropri-
ation hypothesis might suppose bands’ treatment
of tools and big game was an early example of col-
lectivist aggression against duly appropriated indi-
vidual private property rights. Such a claim would
be, at best, wishful thinking, derived not from ob-
served events but from imagining events prior to
those observed.
A closer look at the evidence disproves this
wishful thinking. Nomadic hunter-gatherers have
almost invariably exercised individual choice
to create and to live under largely collectivist
property rights structures. All band members are
free to leave. They can join another band nearby;
a skilled nomadic hunter-gatherer could live on
their own for some time; and any like-minded
group can start their own band. Six-to-ten adults
are enough to start a band in most niches. In
propertarian terms, these observations make
virtually all obligations within bands “contractual
obligations,” which propertarians consider to be
fully consistent with freedom and reflective of
human will.

47 Ibid., p. 56.
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If any group of six-to-ten adults wanted to start a
community that recognized the hunter’s “natural”
right to exclusive ownership of the kill, no one
from their previous bands would interfere with
them. Yet, although bands have been observed to
split for many reasons — none have been observed
to split because someone wanted to start a private
property rights system. Band societies have been
observed on all inhabited continents, but none
practice elitists ownership institutions — even
those made up of outcasts from other bands.
Therefore, we must conclude that individuals
in band societies choose to establish weak-to-
nonexistent private property rights.48

Widerquist and McCall argue that, by any reasonable “ad-
mixture of labor” standard, such hunter-gatherer groups had
a legitimate claim to original appropriation of land as a col-
lective.49 As we saw above, Locke went out of his way to deny
the legitimacy of hunter-gatherer appropriation of land in com-
mon, based on the alleged unproductivity of their use of the
land and their alleged failure to improve it. But as we also saw,
this framing was factually incorrect.

In the case of agricultural communities, the folk histories
of original appropriation by individuals similarly fail in the
face of historical evidence. As we already saw, Locke actually
equated cultivation to individual appropriation. But the histor-
ical record shows that the breaking and cultivation of land was
overwhelmingly by groups, and that groups established collec-
tive property in newly cultivated land by altering it with their
joint labor. “All of the thousands of village societies known to

48 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy, p. 143.

49 Ibid., p. 144.
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ethnographers, archeologists, and historians exercised collec-
tive control over land and recognized a common right of access
to land…”

The reasonable conclusion is that the first farmers
almost everywhere in the world voluntarily chose
to work together to appropriate land rights that
were complex, overlapping, flexible, nonspatial,
and partly collective, and they chose to retain
significant common rights to the land.50

As original appropriators who worked together to
clear land and establish farms, swidden and fallow-
ing communities had the right — under propertar-
ian theory — to set up any property rights system
they wanted to.51

A survey of literature on surviving autonomous agricul-
tural villages within historical times, combined with available
archeological evidence, suggests that both semi-nomadic
communities practicing slash-and-burn/swidden methods and
settled villages using fallowing and crop rotation, “usually
have no fixed property rights in land; all members of the
village are entitled to access to land, but not necessarily a
particular plot.”52

James C. Scott, in Seeing Like a State, described the universal
pattern in settled agricultural villages:

Let us imagine a community in which families
have usufruct rights to parcels of cropland during
the main growing season. Only certain crops,
however, may be planted, and every seven years
the usufruct land is distributed among resident

50 Ibid., p. 150.
51 Ibid., p. 156.
52 Ibid., p. 148.
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families according to each family’s size and its
number of able-bodied adults. After the harvest
of the main-season crop, all cropland reverts to
common land where any family may glean, graze
their fowl and livestock, and even plant quickly
maturing, dry-season crops. Rights to graze fowl
and livestock on pasture-land held in common
by the village is extended to all local families,
but the number of animals that can be grazed is
restricted according to family size, especially in
dry years when forage is scarce…. Everyone has
the right to gather firewood for normal family
needs, and the village blacksmith and baker are
given larger allotments. No commercial sale from
village woodlands is permitted.
Trees that have been planted and any fruit they
may bear are the property of the family who
planted them, no matter where they are now
growing…. Land is set aside for use or leasing
out by widows with children and dependents of
conscripted males.53

And while colonial authorities outside Europe, going back
at least to Warren Hastings, attempted to coopt the village
headman and disingenuously redefine him as a “landlord,” the
headman’s authority in villages with collective land tenure is
in fact largely administrative. To cite Widerquist and McCall
again: “To the extent any entity can be identified as an ‘owner’
in Western legal terminology, it is the community or kin group
as a whole.”54

53 James Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the
Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1998), pp. 33–34.

54 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy, p. 149.
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movements had a single program: “Cancel the
debts and redistribute the land.”1

So in conclusion, cancel the debts and redistribute the land.

1 Graeber, Debt, p. 8.
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Conclusion

Among apologists for capitalism there is the occasional re-
freshing honesty, like that of Sorin Cucerai whom we quoted
earlier, or of E.G. Wakefield in the classical era. But for the
most part, honesty regarding the actual foundations of capi-
talism is an esoteric doctrine reserved for adepts. The public
face of capitalist ideology is a series of edifying tales of non-
aggressive homesteaders withdrawing land from the common
via their productive labors, and emerging into a state of civil so-
ciety to protect their property. In the background — when they
can bring themselves to be honest even among themselves —
is a far more honest story of breaking eggs to make omelettes.

This study is my attempt to explore the strong meat of
actual capitalist motivations and beliefs, behind the milk for
babes that appears in right-libertarian polemics.

I can’t think of anything better, to bring this study to a close,
than a quote from David Graeber’s Debt:

…[F]or the last five thousand years, with remark-
able regularity, popular insurrections have begun
the same way: with the ritual destruction of the
debt records-tablets, papyri, ledgers, whatever
form they might have taken in any particular
time and place. (After that, rebels usually go after
the records of landholding and tax assessments.)
As the great classicist Moses Finley often liked
to say, in the ancient world, all revolutionary
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There are individual property rights, but they inhere in the
individual as a member of the group.

It is wrong to say that people living in autonomous
villages have no property rights at all. The group
often holds land rights against outsiders. Each fam-
ily keeps the crops they produce subject to the re-
sponsibility to help people in need. Often different
individuals hold different use-rights over the same
land. Land rights in small-scale farming communi-
ties have been described as “ambiguous and flexi-
ble” and “overlapping and complex.”
In Honoré’s terms, the incidents of ownership
are dispersed: some incidents held by various
members of the community, some incidents
held by the community as a whole, and some
or all incidents subject to revision by the group.
Throughout this book, we describe “traditional”
or “customary land-tenure systems” (both in
stateless societies and in many villages within
state societies) variously as complex, overlapping,
flexible, nonspatial, and at least partially collective
with a significant commons.
Most land in most swidden and fallowing state-
less farming communities is a commons in at least
three senses. First, individual members of the vil-
lage have access rights to cultivate a portion of
the village’s farmland though not to any particular
spot each year. Second, individual members usu-
ally had shared access to farmland for other uses
(such as grazing) outside of the growing season.
Third, individual members had access rights to for-
age on or make other uses of uncultivated lands or
wastes….
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…These societies are neither primitive commu-
nists nor Lockean individualists. Autonomous
villages, bands, and many small chiefdoms around
the world are simultaneously collectivist and
individualist in the extremely important sense
that the community recognizes all individuals
are entitled to direct access to the resources they
need for subsistence without having to work for
someone else. Independent access to common
land is far more important to them than the right
to exclude others from private land.55

To the extent that communal land tenure tended to decay
into a system of class stratification, or that some amount of sev-
erable individual property began to appear, it was associated
with the ossification of the chief’s or headman’s authority in
individual villages, or the rise of an elite stratum at the higher
level of a paramount chieftaincy. “The origin of genuinely pri-
vate individual landownership appears to have had nothing
to do with any particular act of appropriation but rather the
amassment and disbursement of centralized political power for
the benefit of chiefs and other elites.”56 In other words, the ear-
liest appearances of private property were the result of what
could most accurately be described as proto-state formations.

If homesteading or appropriation by labor mean anything
at all, the arable land employed in field agriculture in most
parts of the world was the collective property of a village be-
cause the ground was initially broken and cultivated by the
joint labor of people who saw themselves as members of an
organic social body. The village commune and common own-
ership of arable land was near universal, according to Pyotr
Kropotkin:

55 Ibid., pp. 149–150.
56 Ibid., p. 156.
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rest on the religious calendar and associated collective merri-
ment by the working poor, the whipping of vagrants and mas-
terless men and infliction on them of mutilation or indentured
peonage as a punishment for not accepting work on any terms
offered, were all part of the totalitarian regime imposed on the
newly robbed peasantry.
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And contrary to the popular depiction of theMiddle Ages as
a time of backwardness and squalor, and the Renaissance and
the rise of capitalism as one of progress, the price revolution of
earlymodern times was amassive blow to the average person’s
standard of living, fromwhich the population of Europe did not
recover for centuries.30

The new regime of bullion money could only be
imposed through almost unparalleled violence
— not only overseas, but at home as well. In
much of Europe, the first reaction to the “price
revolution” and accompanying enclosure of com-
mon lands was… thousands of one-time peasants
fleeing or being forced out of their villages to
become vagabonds or “masterless men,” a process
that culminated in popular insurrections…. The
rebellions were crushed, and this time, no subse-
quent concessions were forthcoming. Vagabonds
were rounded up, exported to the colonies as
indentured laborers, and drifted into colonial
armies and navies — or, eventually, set to work in
factories at home.31

Silvia Federici, in Caliban and the Witch, has a great deal
to say on the authoritarianism adopted by early modern states,
in order to force the increasingly dispossessed and disgruntled
laboring classes to accept their lot. The suppression of days of

would almost certainly not be viable absent state backing for titles to such
looted and enclosed natural wealth.TheDemocracy Project: A History, a Crisis,
a Movement (Spiegel & Grau, 2013), pp. 296–297. Absent a state, the real-
world response of ordinary people would likely be that of “Friday,” had he
been as well-armed as Robinson Crusoe: to refuse to recognize his claim to
any part of the island he wasn’t actually using at the moment, and to use it
himself and keep the full fruits of his labor.

30 Ibid., p. 309.
31 Ibid., p. 313.
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It is now known, and scarcely contested, that
the village community was not a specific feature
of the Slavonians, nor even the ancient Teutons.
It prevailed in England during both the Saxon
and Norman times, and partially survived till the
last century; it was at the bottom of the social
organization of old Scotland, old Ireland, and old
Wales. In France, the communal possession and
the communal allotment of arable land by the
village folkmote persisted from the first centuries
of our era till the times of Turgot, who found the
folkmotes “too noisy” and therefore abolished
them. It survived Roman rule in Italy, and revived
after the fall of the Roman Empire. It was the
rule with the Scandinavians, the Slavonians, the
Finns (in the pittaya, as also, probably, the kihla-
kunta), the Coures, and the Lives. The village
community in India — past and present, Aryan
and non-Aryan — is well known through the
epoch-making works of Sir Henry Maine; and
Elphinstone has described it among the Afghans.
We also find it in the Mongolian oulous, the
Kabyle thaddart, the Javanese dessa, the Malayan
kota or tofa, and under a variety of names in
Abyssinia, the Soudan, in the interior of Africa,
with natives of both Americas, with all the small
and large tribes of the Pacific archipelagos. In
short, we do not know one single human race or
one single nation which has not had its period of
village communities…. It is anterior to serfdom,
and even servile submission was powerless to
break it. It was a universal phase of evolution, a
natural outcome of the clan organization, with all
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those systems, at least, which have played, or play
still, some part in history.57

Henry Sumner Maine pointed to India as the foremost sur-
viving example of the village commune model common to the
Indo-European family:

The Village Community of India is at once an
organised patriarchal society and an assemblage
of co-proprietors. The personal relations to each
other of the men who compose it are indistin-
guishably confounded with their proprietary
rights, and to the attempts of English functionar-
ies to separate the two may be assigned some of
the most formidable miscarriages of Anglo-Indian
administration. The Village Community is known
to be of immense antiquity. In whatever direction
research has been pushed into Indian history, gen-
eral or local, it has always found the Community
in existence at the farthest point of its progress….
Conquests and revolutions seem to have swept
over it without disturbing or displacing it, and the
most beneficent systems of government in India
have always been those which have recognised it
as the basis of administration.58

Villages founded in historic times were likewise appropri-
ated through collective labor, as recounted by Kropotkin in the
case of Dark Age Europe.The village commune commonly had
its origins in a group of settlers who saw themselves as mem-
bers of the same clan and sharing a common ancestry, who

57 Pyotr Kropotkin, Mutual Aid: A Factor in Evolution (New York: Dou-
bleday, Page & Company, 1909), pp. 121–122.

58 Henry Sumner Maine, Ancient Law (London: J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd,
1960 (1861)), p. 153
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laborers built the North American railroad system,
and Indian “coolies” built the South African mines.
The peasants of Russia and Poland, who had
been free landholders in the Middle Ages, were
only made serfs at the dawn of capitalism, when
their lords began to sell grain on the new world
market to feed the new industrial cities to the
west. Colonial regimes in Africa and Southeast
Asia regularly demanded forced labor from their
conquered subjects, or, alternately, created tax
systems designed to force the population into
the labor market through debt. British overlords
in India, starting with the East India Company
but continuing under Her Majesty’s government,
institutionalized debt peonage as their primary
means of creating products for sale abroad.28

Graeber mocks the conceit of classical liberals and libertar-
ians who portray the emergence of modern capitalism, with
its money-centeredness and usury, as something that occurred
naturally when states finally just “got out of the way.” These
are things that could only have emerged with the power of the
state behind them, as witnessed by Graeber’s comparison to Is-
lamic civilization, in which the state did not enforce usurious
debts.

As we have seen in the case of medieval Islam,
under genuine free-market conditions — in which
case the state is not involved in regulating the mar-
ket in any significant way, even in enforcing com-
mercial contracts — purely competitive markets
will not develop, and loans at interest will become
effectively impossible to collect.29

28 Ibid., pp. 350–351.
29 Ibid., p. 321. Graeber argues elsewhere, similarly, that engrossment of

land and resources by absentee owners who hire wage labor to work them
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And like the state imposition of money economy in the Axial
Age, the same phenomenon in early modern times led to the
resurrection of “vast empires and professional armies, massive
predatory warfare, untrammeled usury and debt peonage….”27
This is about as far from money arising naturally and sponta-
neously from a human proclivity to exchange, because it serves
our mutual interests, as you could get.

In fact the debt peonage and slavery were central to the
development of capitalism.

It is the secret scandal of capitalism that at no
point has it been organized primarily around free
labor. The conquest of the Americas began with
mass enslavement, then gradually settled into var-
ious forms of debt peonage, African slavery, and
“indentured service”-that is, the use of contract
labor, workers who had received cash in advance
and were thus bound for five-, seven-, or ten-year
terms to pay it back. Needless to say, indentured
servants were recruited largely from among
people who were already debtors. In the 16oos
there were at times almost as many white debtors
as African slaves working in southern plantations,
and legally they were at first in almost the same
situation, since in the beginning, plantation
societies were working within a European legal
tradition that assumed slavery did not exist, so
even Africans in the Carolinas were classified, as
contract laborers. Of course this later changed
when the idea of “race” was introduced. When
African slaves were freed, they were replaced,
on plantations from Barbados to Mauritius, with
contract laborers again: though now ones re-
cruited mainly in India or China. Chinese contract

27 Ibid., p. 308.
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broke the land for a new agricultural settlement by their com-
mon efforts. It was not, as the modern town, a group of atom-
ized individuals who simply happened to live in the same ge-
ographic area and had to negotiate the organization of basic
public services and utilities in some manner or other. It was
an organic social unit of people who saw themselves, in some
sense, as related. It was a settlement by “a union between fam-
ilies considered as of common descent and owning a certain
territory in common.” In fact, in the transition from the clan
to the village community, the nucleus of a newly founded vil-
lage commune was frequently a single joint household or ex-
tended family compound, sharing its hearth and livestock in
common.59

In the case of Dark Age European villages founded by Ger-
manic tribes, we can get a picture of how common ownership
evolved during the transition from a semi-nomadic lifestyle to
permanent settlement, and how the open-field system devel-
oped from tribal precedents, by comparing accounts of their
farming practices over time. As Tacitus recounted of the Teu-
tons, at a time when they were still semi-nomadic, their prac-
tice was the interstripping of family allotments within a single
open field. There was no rotation of crops or fallow period; the
tribe simply moved on when the ground lost fertility. As the
tribes became more sedentary, they introduced a simple two-
field system with alternating periods of lying fallow, which
gradually evolved into multiple fields with full-blown crop ro-
tation.60

Maine cited the Indian village, in particular, as an exam-
ple of founding by a combination of families. “[T]he simplest
form of an Indian Village Community… [is]a body of kindred
holding a domain in common…”61 And he affirms Kropotkin’s

59 Kropotkin, Mutual Aid, pp. 120–121, 123, 123 fn1.
60 W. E. Tate,The Enclosure Movement (New York:Walker and Company,

1967), pp. 40–41.
61 Maine, Ancient Law, p. 154.
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observation that even in cases where the founders of a village
did not share a common origin, it created a myth of “common
parentage.”62

Even after the founding clan split apart into separate patri-
archal family households and recognized the private accumu-
lation and hereditary transmission of wealth,

wealth was conceived exclusively in the shape of
movable property, including cattle, implements,
arms, and the dwelling-house…. As to private
property in land, the village community did not,
and could not, recognize anything of the kind,
and, as a rule, it does not recognize it now…. The
clearing of the woods and the breaking of the
prairies being mostly done by the communities
or, at least, by the joint work of several families —
always with the consent of the community — the
cleared plots were held by each family for a term
of four, twelve, or twenty years, after which term
they were treated as parts of the arable land held
in common.63

Even in cases where a village was founded by separate fam-
ilies who came together for the purpose, they typically broke
the ground and cultivated it through joint labor as an act of col-
lective homesteading, and frequently developed a new mythol-
ogy of a common ancestor.64

The communal model of land ownership, dating as the uni-
versal norm from the Neolithic Revolution, persisted in agri-
cultural villages in many parts of the world until fairly recent
times (among them the English open-field villages and the Rus-
sian Mir), or to some extent even the present day in some areas
of the Global South.

62 Ibid., pp. 155–156.
63 Kropotkin, Mutual Aid, pp. 124–125.
64 Ibid., pp. 125–126.
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Since the first use of money, the authority to define legal
tender and to license the issue of credit has been a central func-
tion of the state. If credit, by its nature, is simply a system of
horizontal flows which can be provided among equals with no
pre-existing stocks of wealth to back it, the state has systemat-
ically prevented that. The state has recognized as legal tender
onlymoney backed by pre-existing stocks of wealth —whether
specie, or bank reserves. And it has legally limited the supply
of credit to entities which have stocks of accumulated wealth
of some specified size. So the state, on the one hand, robs the
productive population of its means of direct subsistence on the
land, and thereby concentrates large stocks of wealth in a few
hands. And on the other, it prevents the population from or-
ganizing mutual credit to produce for one another’s needs by
limiting the issuance of credit to the very class of people in pos-
session of the stocks of stolen wealth, enabling them to further
exact tribute from those they have robbed.

And the ahistorical mythologies of classical liberals, right-
libertarians, and anarcho-capitalists — private individual
appropriation in the state of nature, market exchange arising
from a tendency to truck and barter, money arising from the
problem of mutual coincidence of wants — were invented to
justify, to pass off as natural, these acts of robbery.

But to get back to Graeber’s comments, societies dominated
by money exchange and specie currency as the primary means
of organizing production and distribution are associated with
states engaged in constant warfare with large standing armies.
Aside from the Axial Age of the mid-first millennium BC, as
we already saw above, this was even more true of the rise of
capitalism and imperial conquest in the early modern period.
The flow of bullion from the Americas resulted in a price rev-
olution in Europe that transformed every existing relationship
into a money one, including the conversion of peasants with
traditional tenure rights in land into at-will tenants who could
be rack-rented or evicted at the landlord’s entire discretion.
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For thatmatter it was true of earlymodern Europe, inwhich
the expulsion of formerly self-sufficient peasants from the com-
mons, combined with the conversion of enclosed commons to
cash crop production, left the dispossessed peasantry with no
choice but to sell their labor for wages, and to buy food on the
market. A simple change in title was sufficient to shift the same
productive activity, by the same people, on the same land, con-
suming the same output, from the non-monetized to the mon-
etized economy.

According to Graeber, the prevalence of specie-based
money is characteristic of periods of instability, uncertainty,
generalized warfare, and resulting social atomization. The lack
of trust makes credit-based systems unviable, and increases
reliance on the store of value function of currency. At the
same time, armies and states tend to be in possession of large
supplies of looted precious metals.26

If large-scale forced land privatization and ongoing accumu-
lation by dispossession are one side of the primitive accumu-
lation process, then the imposition of money exchange as the
predominant form of economic activity — and the concomitant
restriction of the issuance of money and credit to a privileged
class — is the other.

Not only does the state force the producing population into
the money economy by robbing them of the means of direct
subsistence and taxing them in money. It also preempts and
blocks the means by which producers might have organized
mutual credit horizontally and facilitated exchange between
themselves on a non-extractive basis. As we have already seen,
it is entirely feasible, by means of a system of open tabs, for
people to turn their future labor into a source of liquidity for
present consumption, with no requirement for any stocks of
accumulated wealth in their possession as a prerequisite for
issuing credit.

26 Ibid., pp. 213.
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In some variations of the village commune, e.g. in India and
in many of the Germanic tribes, Maine argued, there was a the-
oretical right for an individual to sever his aliquot share of the
common land from the rest and own it individually. But this
was almost never done, Maine said, because it was highly im-
practical.

For one thing, the severance of one’s patrimony in the com-
mon land from the commune was viewed as akin to divorcing
oneself from an organized community and setting up the nu-
cleus of a new community alongside (or within) it, and required
some rather involved ceremonial for its legal conclusion. And
the individual peasant’s subsequent relations with the commu-
nity, consequently, would take on the complexity and delicacy
of relations between two organized societies.65 So many func-
tions of the agricultural year, like plowing and harvest, were
organized in part or in whole collectively, that the transac-
tion costs entailed in organizing cooperative efforts between
seceded individuals and the rest of the commune would have
been well-nigh prohibitive.

Although less polemical in tone than Kropotkin, archeolo-
gist Bruce Trigger much more recently (2003) largely seconded
the general lines of his analysis. He divides the landed property
of early civilizations into three categories: collective, institu-
tional (the domain of palace, temple, or individual political or
religious personnel ex officio), and private (i.e. individual and
saleable).66 Agricultural land in most ancient civilizations was
predominantly collective and not bought or sold, but gradu-
ally shifted to institutional or private ownership in increasing
amounts either through top-down state action or — with the
introduction of money — alienated for debt. In some cases, for
example Egypt, it is difficult to determine whether genuinely

65 Maine, Ancient Law, pp. 159–160.
66 Bruce G. Trigger, Understanding Early Civilizations: A Comparative

Study (Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp. 315, 321.
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private land ownership — as opposed to grants of revenue from
institutional estates to royal favorites or to individuals in their
official capacity — existed at all.67

In the Mexican civilization the predominant form of land
ownership was by collective groupings called calpollis, with
member families holding periodically redivided possessory
shares. Such land was non-salable, although it might be
temporarily let to landless tenants who were not members of
any calpolli.68

In the Incan Empire land was collectively owned by similar
groupings — ayllu — with nuclear families likewise assigned
possessory holdings on which to feed themselves. A family’s
holdings were distributed among fields at different altitudes,
on principles similar to the European open-field system.69 The
kings engrossed growing amounts of allyu land into institu-
tional estates as a source of revenue, with members of allyu
required to contribute defined amounts of labor on royal and
temple domains as a condition for their own holdings.70

Among the Yoruba, land was held collectively by extended
family groupings and distributed among individual households.
Land unclaimed by extended families reverted to the commu-
nity, as did land whose owning families died out or migrated.71

In Mesopotamia arable land was also collectively owned by
extended families. Their land was saleable, with the approval
of all males in the extended family. But the actual alienation of
collective land first occurred on a large scale in the Third Mil-
lennium BC, with the land concentrated in a shrinking number
of institutional and private hands, as a result of engrossment by
institutional estates, or seizure by creditors — thus indicating

67 Ibid., pp. 333–334.
68 Ibid., pp. 316–317.
69 Ibid., pp. 317.
70 Ibid., pp. 324–325.
71 Ibid., pp. 317.
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to their benevolence all the time. Smith could
hardly have been unaware of this. Rather, he is
drawing a utopian picture. He wants to imagine
a world in which everyone used cash, in part
because he agreed with the emerging middle-class
opinion that the world would be a better place if
everyone really did conduct themselves this way,
and avoid confusing and potentially corrupting
ongoing entanglements. We should all just pay
the money, say “please” and “thank you,” and
leave the store.22

And it was precisely to the extent that the state and capi-
talism destroyed “everyday communism” that society first be-
came the war of all against all that Hobbes posited as a “state
of nature.”

The question remains of just how so much of our pro-
duction and consumption came to be governed by market
exchange, versus direct production for use in the social
sector, subsistence on the commons, gifting, etc. The simple
but accurate answer is the state. States created economies
dominated by exchange in the cash nexus by paying their
soldiers and other functionaries in money, and requiring
subject populations to pay taxes in the same money.23

This was true of the so-called Axial Age empires of the 1st
Millennium BC. And it was true of modern colonial empires, in
which head taxes were introduced to compel the native popu-
lation to enter the wage system or produce for the cash econ-
omy24 “Greek coinage seems to have been first used mainly
to pay soldiers, as well as to pay fines and fees and payments
made to and by the government….”25

22 Ibid., p. 335.
23 Ibid., pp. 49–50.
24 Ibid., pp. 50–51.
25 Ibid., pp. 186.
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idarity and mutual aid — were fundamentally different in char-
acter from the rapacious, extractive capitalist markets that re-
placed them.

The peasants’ visions of communistic brotherhood
did not come out of nowhere. They were rooted in
real daily experience of the maintenance of com-
mon fields and forests, of everyday cooperation
and neighborly solidarity. It is out of such homely
experience of everyday communism that grand
mythic visions are always built….
…On the one hand, [English villagers] believed
strongly in the collective stewardship of fields,
streams, and forests, and the need to help neigh-
bors in difficulty. On the other hand, markets
were seen as a kind of attenuated version of the
same principle, since they were entirely founded
on trust.21

In fact, the kind of semi-solidaristic economy, in whichmer-
chants and tradesmen saw their customers as neighbors and
governed their relations accordingly, persisted well into the
modern era. As Graeber argues, when Adam Smith wrote that
the brewer, butcher, and baker acted entirely in view of their
own self-interest and without regard to anyone else’s, he was
not describing the behavior of actual brewers and butchers in
the world he lived in; he was — like Locke the “historian” of
private property — attempting to create a world.

…[A]t the time Smith was writing, this simply
wasn’t true. Most English shopkeepers were still
carrying out the main part of their business on
credit, which meant that customers appealed

21 Ibid., pp. 326–328.
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that large-scale privatization was a side-effect of the introduc-
tion of money and debt.72

It is believed that inMesopotamia prior to the third
millennium B.C. most land was owned collectively.
In the course of the third millennium, as commu-
nal land rights were pledged for debts, increasing
amounts of land fell under the control of temples
or palaces, but some of it appears to have become
the property of individual creditors.73

China in the Shang and Zhou dynasties — mid-2nd to mid-
1st millennia — followed a similar pattern of collective posses-
sion and cultivation of large blocks of land by extended fam-
ilies, although it’s unclear whether the land was owned out-
right by these collectivities or was the eminent property of the
king or royal officials. In the Spring and Autumn period (722–
481 BC) land first became saleable.74 Each block of extended
family land included a portion which was royal domain, which
the members were required to work in addition to their own
plots.75

In Egypt in the Early Dynastic period the government cre-
ated large-scale institutional estates, but it’s unclear whether
the villages comprising such estates retained preexisting collec-
tive rights within them. However linguistic evidence suggest-
ing the persistence of villages as fiscal units may be a point for
the affirmative side.76

According to Michael Hudson, echoing Trigger, the ev-
idence shows that in Mesopotamia “private property” was
introduced from the top and gradually flowed downwards.

72 Ibid., pp. 318–319.
73 Ibid., pp. 332.
74 Ibid., pp. 319.
75 Ibid., pp. 326.
76 Ibid., pp. 319–320.
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The contrast between public usufruct-yielding
lands and family-held subsistence lands is re-
flected in the fact that no terms for “property”
have been found even as late as the Middle Bronze
Age (2000–1600 BC in Babylonia). The closest
relation is “domain of the Lord,” evidently the
first land organized to produce a systematic
usufruct or land rent. Rentier income thus seems
to have originated in the public sector. Only after
private individuals adopted public-sector modes
of enterprise to produce regular surpluses of their
own could taxes as such be levied. Indeed, it was
the private appropriation of the land and large
workshops that brought in its train a reciprocal
liability for paying taxes.
The privatization process started with the ruler’s
family, warlords and other powerful men at the
top of the emerging social pyramid. After 2300
BC, Sargon’s heirs are found buying land from the
families of subject communities (as documented,
for instance, in the Stele of Manishtushu). As
palace rule weakened, royal and public landhold-
ings came to be privatized by palace subordinates,
local head-men, creditors, and warlords. Land
formerly used to support soldiers was charged
a money-tax, which governments used to hire
mercenaries.77

And elsewhere:

THREE types of landed property emerged in
southern Mesopotamia’s cradle of enterprise:

77 Michael Hudson, “Mesopotamia and Classical Antiquity,” in Robert
V. Andelson, ed., Land-Value Taxation Around the World: Studies in Eco-
nomic Reform and Social Justice (Wiley, 2001). Pagination from online pdf
at <www.blackwellpublishing.com>, pp. 9–10.
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was obliged to another.16 The invention of a common denomi-
nator of value, and pricing of goods, would obviously be an in-
crease in efficiency for such a system, as in the medieval case
and in Greco’s credit-clearing systems; but that requires nei-
ther specie or other “backing,” nor the possession of value from
past exchanges in order to have purchasing power. In fact such
credit systems using quantified units of account arose, as Grae-
ber describes it, after the collapse of both the Western Roman
and Carolingian empires: “People continued keeping accounts
in the old imperial currency, even if they were no longer us-
ing coins.”17 In fact villagers actually continued denominating
their exchanges in the monetary standards of dead empires for
centuries after state-minted coins had come to be denominated
entirely differently, using the old Carolingian denominations
for 800 years and into the 17th century.18

And even later, it was a common practice in specie-poor
areas for fishermen, farmers, etc., to run tabs with merchants
against the sale of their output.19 Better yet, Graeber pushes the
time frame in the other direction and cites evidence that such
credit systems in ancient Mesopotamia predated both trade
and coinage, being first used by temples as an accounting sys-
tem for the goods shuffled around between their own depart-
ments.20

Thiswas a system ofmutual credit characterized entirely by
flows and requiring no preexisting stocks, and hence anathema
to Austrians and other ideologists of hard money.

And the kinds of markets that existed in the medieval world
of non-usurious, running-tab mutual credit — supplemental to
an economy where most subsistence needs were met through
direct production for use, characterized by high degrees of sol-

16 Ibid., pp. 36.
17 Ibid., pp. 37.
18 Ibid., p. 395 n28.
19 Ibid., p. 38.
20 Ibid., p. 39.
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It doesn’t matter whether Joshua is sincere in say-
ing this. By doing so, Joshua thereby registers a
credit. Henry owes him one.
Howmight Henry pay Joshua back?There are end-
less possibilities. Perhaps Joshua really does want
potatoes. Henrywaits a discrete interval and drops
them off, insisting that this too is just a gift. Or
Joshua doesn’t need potatoes now but Henrywaits
until he does. Or maybe a year later, Joshua is plan-
ning a banquet, so he comes strolling by Henry’s
barnyard and says “Nice pig … “
In any of these scenarios, the problem of “double
coincidence of wants,” so endlessly invoked in the
economics textbooks, simply disappears. Henry
might not have something Joshua wants right
now. But if the two are neighbors, it’s obviously
only a matter of time before he will.
This in turn means that the need to stockpile com-
monly acceptable items in the way that Smith sug-
gested disappears as well. With it goes the need
to develop currency. As with so many actual small
communities, everyone simply keeps track of who
owes what to whom.15

This is basically a mutual credit clearing system, much like
those practiced in medieval villages where nobody had any
specie currency, and everyone simply ran mutual open tabs —
as recounted by Graeber — and in more recent times advocated
by TomGreco and practiced by some of his followers, but with-
out any standard unit of account. Lacking a unit of account by
which to quantify the values of different goods, such societies
resorted to assigning goods to broad categories of comparable
value as a rough standard for gauging how much one party

15 Ibid., pp. 34–36.
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communal land (periodically re-allocated ac-
cording to widespread custom); temple land
endowments, sanctified and inalienable; and
palace lands, acquired either by royal conquest or
direct purchase (and often given to relatives or
other supporters).
Of these three categories of land, “private” prop-
erty (alienable, subject to market sale without
being subject to repurchase rights by the sellers,
their relatives or neighbours) emerged within the
palace sector. From here it gradually proliferated
through the public bureaucracy, among royal col-
lectors and the Babylonian damgar “merchants”.
However, it took many centuries for communal
sanctions to be dissolved so as to make land alien-
able, forfeitable for debt, and marketable, with the
new appropriator able to use it as he wished, free
of royal or local communal oversight….
(1) The first real “privatizer” was the palace ruler.
Rulers acted in an ambiguous capacity, treating
royal property — and even that of the temples,
which they took over in time — as their own,
giving it to family members and supporters. In
this respect “private” property, disposed of at the
discretion of its holder, can be said to have started
at the top of the social pyramid, in the palace,
and spread down through the royal bureaucracy
(including damgar “merchants” in Babylonia) to
the population at large….
(2) A derivative form of private ownership devel-
oped as rulers gave away land to family members
(as dowries), or companions, mainly military lead-
ers in exchange for their support. The recipients
tended to free themselves from the conditions
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placed on what they could do with the land and
the fiscal obligations associated with such land.
As early as the Bronze Age, such properties and
their rents are found managed autonomously
from the rest of the land (viz. Nippur’s Inanna
temple privatized by Amorite headmen c. 2000–
1600 BC). Likewise the modern system of private
landholding was catalyzed after England’s kings
assigned property to the barons in exchange for
military and fiscal levies which the barons strove
to shed, as can be traced from the Magna Carta
in 1215 through the Uprising of the Barons in
1258–65.
Much as modern privatization of the national
patrimonial assets often follows from the collapse
of centralized governments (e.g. in the former
socialist states and Third World kleptocracies), so
in antiquity the dynamic tended to follow when
centralized palace rule fell apart. Royal properties
were seized by new warlords, or sometimes
simply kept by the former royal managers, e.g.
the Mycenaean basilae, not unlike how Russia’s
nomenklatura bureaucrats have privatized Soviet
factories and other properties in their own names.
(3) A third kind of privatization occurred in
the case of communal lands obtained by public
collectors and “merchants” (if this is not an
anachronistic term used for the Babylonian
tamkaru), above all through the process of
interest-bearing debt and subsequent foreclosure.
Ultimately, subsistence lands in the commons
(or more accurately the communally organized
sector, which often anachronistically is called
“private” simply because it is not part of the public
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scribes the likely resolution of a typical case — Henry having
potatoes and needing shoes — in which the problem of “double
coincidence of wants” arose:

For example, if Henry was living in a Seneca
longhouse, and needed shoes, Joshua would not
even enter into it; he’d simply mention it to his
wife, who’d bring up the matter with the other
matrons, fetch materials from the longhouse’s
collective storehouse, and sew him some. Alter-
nately, to find a scenario fit for an imaginary
economics textbook, we might place Joshua and
Henry together in a small, intimate community
like a Nambikwara or Gunwinggu band.
SCENARIO 1
Henry walks up to Joshua and says “Nice shoes!”
Joshua says, “Oh, they’re not much, but since you
seem to like them, by all means take them.”
Henry takes the shoes.
Henry’s potatoes are not at issue since both parties
are perfectly well aware that if Joshua were ever
short of potatoes, Henry would give him some….
SCENARIO 2
Henry walks up to Joshua and says, “Nice shoes!”
Or, perhaps — let’s make this a bit more realistic —
Henry’s wife is chatting with Joshua’s and strate-
gically lets slip that the state of Henry’s shoes is
getting so bad he’s complaining about corns.
The message is conveyed, and Joshua comes by
the next day to offer his extra pair to Henry as a
present, insisting that this is just a neighborly ges-
ture. He would certainly never want anything in
return.
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imposes competitive imperatives. On the contrary,
they thrive on fragmented markets and movement
between them, rather than competition within a
single market; and the links between production
and exchange may be very tenuous.12

Trade as such has existed in the interstices of all large-scale
civilizations for millennia, but it operated under no imperative
to constantly expand, to subsume larger and larger areas of life
into itself until all of society was incorporated into the cash
nexus, until the rise of capitalism.

Actual history shows that the predominance of money and
exchange did not arise naturally at all, or in any way resem-
bling the robinsonades of liberal economists.

According to Graeber, himself an anthropologist, there sim-
ply are no examples of communities where the internal distri-
bution of goods was managed by barter between the members.
Barter took place between separate communities where low
levels of trust prevailed, or between individuals “not bound
by ties of hospitality (or kinship, or much of anything else).”
And when it occurred, it was a matter of pride to have gotten
the better end of the bargain by cheating the other party.13 So
barter did not take place within hunter-gatherer groups or vil-
lages, because the distribution of most goods was governed by
Bookchin’s “irreducible minimum.”

This is not to say there was no reciprocity in the sharing re-
lations within communities, but as Graeber says “If… one cares
enough about someone — a neighbor, a friend — to wish to deal
with her fairly and honestly, one will inevitably also care about
her enough to take her individual needs, desires, and situation
into account. Even if you do swap one thing for another, you
are likely to frame the matter as a gift.”14 Here’s how he de-

12 Wood, p. 77.
13 Graeber, Debt, pp. 30–33.
14 Ibid., p. 34.
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temple-and-palace sector), passed into the market,
to be bought by wealthy creditors or buyers in
general.78

So the Lockean model of individual private appropriation is
largely an ahistorical myth. Private property in land has been
the result, rather, of forced privatization by states, sometimes
in concert with landed nobilities.

In fact, anything closely resembling the classical liberal
ideas of private individual property — whether obtained by
“homesteading” or not — appeared in relatively few places
until the modern era (most notably ancient Rome and late
medieval Europe). So it’s probably not coincidental that liber-
tarian defenses of private property as natural and ubiquitous
typically start with Greek and Roman law and leap from there
to the common law of property as explicated by Blackstone
(although even in these cases their mythology requires ig-
noring the robbery by which such forms of property came
about).79 And while Roman legal conceptions of property to
some extent foreshadowed modern private property, and have
been consciously drawn on in its development, nevertheless
— as Widerquist and McCall quote Chris Hann arguing — “in
fact the great bulk of land in the ancient world was farmed
by peasant smallholders and transmitted within their commu-
nities according to custom. Most historians would argue that
the same was true under feudalism.”80

The introduction of individual private ownership in mod-
ern times has come about almost entirely through the violent

78 Hudson, “The Privatization of Land: How It All Began,” Land and
Liberty, 1995. Hosted at Cooperative-Individualism.org <www.cooperative-
individualism.org>.

79 Widerquist and McCall, Prehistoric Myths in Modern Political Philoso-
phy, p. 161.

80 Ibid., p. 161; quote from Chris Hann, “Introduction: the embedded-
ness of property,” in H. C. M., Ed., Property Relations: Renewing the anthro-
pological tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
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suppression of communal property rights, and forced privati-
zation, either in the form of enclosure (inside Europe) or colo-
nial conquest (outside Europe). And the ahistorical just-so sto-
ries of Locke et al provided the ideological justification for it.81
“The enclosure and colonial movements not only stole prop-
erty; they forced the private property rights system on unwill-
ing people around the world.”82

The only case in which something even remotely resem-
bling Lockean individual homesteading actually occurred was
in settler societies like the United States. Settlers in European
colonies were able to act out the ahistorical fantasies of Locke
in real life for the first time. But they were able to do so only
through the fiction that the lands they homesteaded were
empty, or terrae nullius — i.e., through ethnic cleansing and
genocide of the existing population. This fiction was aided by
Locke’s claim that foraging established no genuine property
rights because it failed to improve the land. It was also aided
by European dismissals of Native property rights in the land,
even in cases where agriculture was practiced (as in the
southeastern part of what is now the United States), “because
native farmers failed to put up hedgerows or fences to mark
their territory.”83

We should briefly note, before concluding this section, that
the expropriation of land was only one side to the process of
accumulating capital and creating the wage system. Although
our focus has mainly been on the real origins of private prop-
erty behind the edifying capitalist myth, the supremacy of the
wage system also required the use of considerable violence
against the expropriated laborers, in the event that the loss of
means of subsistence by itself failed to reduce their bargaining
power to the point they could be made to work as cheaply, and

81 Ibid., p. 166.
82 Ibid., p. 167.
83 Ibid., p. 170.
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seems to have made the pursuit of private gain
socially acceptable, whereas in traditionally orga-
nized chiefdoms it was considered “bad manners”
to take a surplus for oneself.
Sumerian cities needed to generate exports to
obtain foreign metals, stone and other raw ma-
terials not found in local river-deposited soils.
The city-temples solved this problem by putting
widows and orphans, the sick and infirm to work
in temple weaving workshops and other public
welfare/workfare hierarchies.
Every early society ended up by privatizing its
land, industry and credit systems. But some soci-
eties did this in ways that protected traditional
social values of equity and freedom; others, such
as Rome, did it in such a way as to polarize and
indeed, pauperize its society.11

According toWood, specifically capitalist trade differs from
trade as such in its expansionary logic. A given amount of capi-
tal is used to set labor in motion, in order to produce a surplus,
leaving a larger mass of capital — lather, rinse, repeat.

[T]he logic of non-capitalist production does not
change simply because profit-seeking middlemen,
even highly developed merchant classes, inter-
vene. Their strategies need have nothing to do
with transforming production in the sense re-
quired by capitalist competition. Profit by means
of carrying trade or arbitrage between markets
has strategies of its own. These do not depend on
transforming production, nor do they promote the
development of the kind of integrated market that

11 Hudson, “The Privatization of Land.”
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(and even more, rent and interest recipients). The
non-public communal sector functioned mainly
on a subsistence basis. Indeed, all the basic ele-
ments of modern enterprise, including such basic
practices as charging land-rent and interest, de-
veloping standardized production runs, lot sizes,
weights and measures, and monetary standards
of exchange were innovated by the Sumerian
temples in the fourth and third millennia BC.
Accordingly, one riddle that we addressed was
why entrepreneurial techniques were first de-
veloped by public institutions, above all by the
Sumerian temples, rather than within private
households. Why was there public enterprise
to be privatized in the first place, rather than
autonomous private enterprise to be taxed or
otherwise made subject to social overrides? If
private enterprise is an inherently superior mode
of organization, why did civilization take the
seeming detour represented by the Sumerian
temples and, later, the palaces? The fact that the
first commercially organized enterprise is found
in Sumer’s temples as early as the fourth millen-
nium BC indicates that the state is not inherently
antithetical to private property. It seems that
public enterprise was needed as a catalyst.
Evidently some social blocks had to be overcome
by creating the techniques of commercial enter-
prise — rent-yielding land, interest-bearing debt,
account-keeping and production planning — to
generate economic surpluses at least nominally
for the community at large (in Sumer’s case, the
city-temple) rather than for purely personal gain.
This community-wide social purpose is what
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for as many hours, as employers desired. Hence a long series of
legislative acts for reducing the number of religious holidays,
whipping beggars and vagrants into employment or sentenc-
ing them into indentured servitude when necessary, suppress-
ing not only labor combinations but all freedom of association
or assembly by workers by the most unaccountable police state
methods, restricting by way of internal passports the freedom
of movement in search of better terms of employment, and the
sale of laborers to employers by poor law authorities. And as
recounted by Michael Perelman, classical liberalism had a long
and sordid history not only of defending such measures, but —
as in the case of Bentham — of strenuously advocating them
or proposing further innovations in their authoritarianism.84
Such totalitarian social controls extended, in Great Britain, to a
host of legislation for “national security” purposes passed dur-
ing the Napoleonic Wars including the Riot Act, the suppres-
sion of corresponding societies — even the suppression of sick
clubs and benefit societies, on the grounds that they might op-
erate surreptitiously as strike funds.85

84 Perelman, The Invention of Capitalism, pp. 13–22.
85 See, for example, J.L. and Barbara Hammond, The Town Labourer

(1760–1832) 2 vols. (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1917), vol. 1.
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II. The Cash Nexus and
Money Exchange

Ellen Meiksins Wood argues that, in the bulk of historiog-
raphy on the origin of capitalism, it is treated as a spontaneous
outgrowth of natural human behavior that required only the
absence of state suppression to come about.

In most accounts of capitalism and its origin, there
really is no origin. Capitalism seems always to be
there, somewhere; and it only needs to be released
from its chains — for instance, from the fetters of
feudalism — to be allowed to grow and mature.
Typically, these fetters are political: the parasitic
powers of lordship, or the restrictions of an au-
tocratic state. Sometimes they are cultural or ide-
ological: perhaps the wrong religion. These con-
straints confine the free movement of ‘economic’
actors, the free expression of economic rationality.
The ‘economic’ in these formulations is identified
with exchange or markets; and it is here that we
can detect the assumption that the seeds of capi-
talism are contained in the most primitive acts of
exchange, in any form of trade or market activity.1

The most common way of explaining the origin of
capitalism is to presuppose that its development is
the natural outcome of human practices almost as

1 Ellen Meiksins Wood,The Origin of Capitalism: A Longer View (Verso,
2002; previously published by Monthly Review Press, 1999), pp. 4–5.
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most thorough-going separation of labor from the means of
production in the countryside. Unlike even Sweezy, who still
saw the establishment of capitalist property and labor relations
as somehow liberating the preexisting capitalist potential of
urban trade within the interstices of capitalism, Brenner saw
the agrarian transformation as creating a capitalist logic. Hence
capitalism was not something that arose in response to oppor-
tunity, but was imposed through compulsion.10 Wood herself
devotes the second half of her book to bearing out this thesis
from her own survey of the historical evidence.

As we saw earlier, Michael Hudson argues that private
property began at the top in the ancient Near East, with palace
and temple. He writes elsewhere that the same was true of
the money economy and for-profit enterprises producing for
exchange.

ECONOMISTS have long been notorious for tak-
ing private property as an elemental and original
institution in human experience. This assumption
is a carry-over of the Social Contract theories of
John Locke and Adam Smith.
In these theories no role is played by the idea of
land originally held by communal groupings and
allocated to members who bore a military liability
and other public obligations attached to the land.
Whatever does not belong to the palaces and tem-
ples is deemed “private” ipso facto. Yet the idea
of private property as it is understood in modern
times developed relatively late.
“In the beginning,” Sumer’s temples (and in time
the palaces) were the major profit-seeking entities

10 Robert Brenner, “Agrarian Class Structure and Economic Develop-
ment in Pre-Industrial Europe,” Past and Present (1976), cited in Ibid., pp.
50–54.
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isted before political institutions but were the very
foundation of human society.7

Virtually all the liberal histories of the origin of capitalism
treat it as the spontaneous result of the simple quantitative ex-
pansion of trade. To quote Wood again,

the classic commercialization model, first laid out
systematically by Adam Smith, suggests that the
prelude to ‘commercial society’ was a process of
prior accumulation in which wealth was amassed
by means of commercial acumen and frugality,
eventually reaching a point at which it was
sufficient to permit substantial investment.8

Marx, in his critique of classical political economy’s treat-
ment of primitive accumulation in the first volume of Capi-
tal, stressed that capitalism was not just a quantitative expan-
sion of money exchange but required a fundamental, qualita-
tive change in social relations. The new system of social re-
lations that constituted capitalism began in the English coun-
tryside, with the separation of agriculture labor from the land
they worked and the creation of an agrarian capitalist wage
system. Maurice Dobb and R.H. Hilton echoed this perspec-
tive in the Transition Debates with Paul Sweezy.9 Christopher
Hill, in this same tradition, later emphasized the role of feu-
dal landed classes in nullifying peasant land claims, transform-
ing the peasants into at-will tenants, and reinventing them-
selves as agrarian capitalists. Robert Brenner took the Dobb ar-
gument further, arguing that capitalism first appeared in Eng-
land because its land law was more amenable to transforma-
tion in a capitalist direction, and it therefore experienced the

7 David Graeber, Debt: The First 5,000 Years (Brooklyn and London:
Melville House, 2011), p. 24.

8 Wood, The Origin of Capitalism., p. 35.
9 Ibid., pp. 36–38.
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old as the species itself, which required only the
removal of external obstacles that hindered its re-
alization….
Far from recognizing that the market became cap-
italist when it became compulsory, these accounts
suggest that capitalism emerged when the market
was liberated from age-old constraints and when,
for one reason or another, opportunities for trade
expanded. In these accounts, capitalism represents
not so much a qualitative break from earlier forms
as a massive quantitative increase: an expansion
of markets and the growing commercialization of
economic life.2

Of course the paradigmatic example of this approach is
Adam Smith, who posited “a certain propensity in human
nature… to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for another,”
to which he entirely attributed the origin of the division of
labor.3

Likewise, Smith explained the origin of money as a
response to the problem, in barter, of finding a “mutual (or
double) coincidence of wants.” Faced with this problem, people
settled on some suitable commodity like precious metals as a
store of value.

In a tribe of hunters or shepherds a particular
person makes bows and arrows, for example,
with more readiness and dexterity than any other.
He frequently exchanges them for cattle or for
venison with his companions; and he finds at last

2 Ibid., pp. 11–12.
3 Adam Smith, An Inquiry Into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of

Nations. Edited with Introduction, Notes, Marginal Summary, and Index, by
Edwin Cannan.With new Preface by George J. Stigler (University of Chicago
Press, 1977; ElecBook Classics version), p. 29.
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that he can in this manner get more cattle and
venison, than if he himself went to the field to
catch them. From a regard to his own interest,
therefore, the making of bows and arrows grows
to be his chief business, and he becomes a sort of
armourer. Another excels in making the frames
and covers of their little huts or moveable houses.
He is accustomed to be of use in this way to
his neighbours, who reward him in the same
manner with cattle and with venison, till at last
he finds it his interest to dedicate himself entirely
to this employment, and to become a sort of
house-carpenter. In the same manner a third
becomes a smith or a brazier; a fourth a tanner or
dresser of hides or skins, the principal part of the
clothing of savages….4

But when the division of labor first began to take
place, this power of exchanging must frequently
have been very much clogged and embarrassed
in its operations. One man, we shall suppose, has
more of a certain commodity than he himself has
occasion for, while another has less. The former
consequently would be glad to dispose of, and the
latter to purchase, a part of this superfluity. But
if this latter should chance to have nothing that
the former stands in need of, no exchange can
be made between them. The butcher has more
meat in his shop than he himself can consume,
and the brewer and the baker would each of them
be willing to purchase a part of it. But they have
nothing to offer in exchange….
In order to avoid the inconveniency of such situa-
tions, every prudent man in every period of soci-

4 Ibid., p. 31.
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ety, after the first establishment of the division of
labor, must naturally have endeavored to manage
his affairs in such a manner, as to have at all times
by him, besides the peculiar produce of his own
industry, a certain quantity of some one commod-
ity or other, such as he imagined that few people
would be likely to refuse in exchange for the pro-
duce of their industry.5

A hundred years later, the first chapter on “Barter” in
Jevons’ Money and the Mechanism of Exchange begins with an
assertion of what “must have” happened — which turns out to
be a restatement of Smith’s “coincidence of wants” chestnut.6
Since then most introductory economics textbooks start with
a similar, obligatory “thought experiment” to explain how
money “must have” come about. To see how ubiquitous this
trope is, you need only Google “double coincidence of wants.”

And as David Graeber argues, this just-so story of the origin
of money, like that of the origin of private property, was part
of the larger classical liberal project of framing capitalism as a
natural phenomenon that arose spontaneously through volun-
tary individual behavior. In the case of Smith,

he objected to the notion that money was a cre-
ation of government. In this, Smith was the intel-
lectual heir of the Liberal tradition of philosophers
like John Locke, who had argued that government
begins in the need to protect private property and
operated best when it tried to limit itself to that
function. Smith expanded on the argument, insist-
ing that property, money and markets not only ex-

5 Ibid., pp. 41–42.
6 William Stanley Jevons,Money and the Mechanism of Exchange (Lon-

don: Macmillan, 1875).
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